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'POREWORD

This monograph reports on part of a larger effort directed by
the Employment and Training/Administration toward an under-

, standing of how employersJiire and how workers seek and find
jobs. Two labor Market intermediaries- -the public Employment
Service 1ES) and newspaper want ads--used by both employers
andwo:vkers are Compared.

The research was unique in being the first such study which
looked at the ES from the users viewpoint. That is, it
considered-that both employers and workers have alternative
channels of search. The question asked here is not what
role theGovernment may assign to the ES, but rather what
labor exchange role do\its users assign it.

\

The study compares the\stock of jobs on hand and the flow/of 11^

listings, during-a 'monthlin the help wanted columns to the
job orders placed by employers with-a loCal This was
d ne once at the end of each month for 12 months in' 12 labor

rkets. Employerswhol used one or the other medium /

xclusively were identified; those employers who used both
ilediums were also idehtlified. Comparisons are made by.
volume in occupational and industrial makeup and between
geographic areas. 'Analysis is also made-of the impact of
lOw-pay, low-status occupations on. both intermediaries,
and the effect of mandatory listings on the ES.

The research was' essentially descriptive, but.it/generated.
cOnsiderable knowledge that bears on public policy questions.
It is highly relevant -to an assessment of what ,the public
Employment Servic:e is doing and what it-should/be doing.
It is most gemane to any considerations of amending the
Wagner-PeySer Act.

HOARD ROSEN
Director
Office of/Research

/ and Development



Highlights of Findings

The employment service (ES) and the want ads have approximately the same
volume of 'listings when viewed from the perspective of inventory, or
stock, of jobs available to a job seeker on first encounter-with both

mechanisms.

. A daily visit to the ES office exposes the job seeker to only 1.2 additional
jobs during. the remaining working days of the month for each one seen on,
the first day, on the average. A daily reading of the want ads exposes the
job seeker to 4.2, new listings in the remaining newspaper editions of the
month, for each job seen on the first Sunday.

Want ads receive a flow of about three times as many new listings as ES in
the course of 28Aays,.and a higher volume in virtually all occupations.

The differences in ranking between the two,intermediaries.in the stock
analysis and the flow analysis is accounted for by. the fact that the average
job order remains open in the ES system oveNthree times longer than the
average life of a want ad.

Nearly three times as many employers use the want ads as use the employment

service.

Approximately one-third of all employers who list with ES are multi-mechan-
ism users--they also list with the want ads during a four week period:

These multi-mechanism employers generate nearly 40 Tercent.of all the new
listings received in ES in a month.

.11

During a month multi - mechanism employers generate-an average of 1.7 job
orders each compared to 1.3 orders per exclusive ES users. In want ads,
each employer listing in both tntermediaries generates an average of 3.6
listings,-,compared to au average of 1.7 listings per exclusive user of

want ads.

Approximately 91 percent of the employers appearing in the want ads during

a month do not list their jobs with ES in that period, whereas 67 percent
of employers who list with ES do not list their jobs with the want ads.

On the average, employers who use both channels do not call ES until six
days-after their jobs appear in the want ads.

The two mechanisms, together, penetrated approximately 10 percent of all
employing units, but the ES penetration rate was, approximately 3 percent.

The stock of jobs in. the two intermediaries parallels the broad occupational
composition of the nation. However, some of the major high-volume 'occu-
pations (engineers, teachers, retail sales persons craftsmen and operatives)
are under-represented in either mechanism.

0



In ES, 37.5 percent of the flow of new jobs are in lOw-pay, low-status,
occupations,wthereasin the want ads, 25 percent of the flow are in such
occupations:

The following types of establishments appear to be the heaviest users of
both want ads and ES: bars and restaurants, hospitals and clinics, private
households, business services, auto dealers and gasoline stations, personal
services, hotel and motels, insurance companies and miscellaneous re-
taiiers.1/

In ES, 17 percent of the jobs in stock are in professional, technical,
and managerial occupations, but only 7.8 percent of the flow of new jobs
are in those occupations. In the want ads, these occupations represent
18.3 percent of"the stocks and 15.0 percent of the flow. Clerical occu-
pations account for between 17 to 21 percent of stock and flow in both
intermediaries.

The ES percent share of both stock and flow is considerably-higher in
almost all farming, processing, machine trades, benchwork, structural and
miscellaneous blue-_collar occupations, than it is in white-collar occupations.

Certain specific occupations are uncommonly heavy in each intermediary:
In want ads, these occupations are real estate sales, professional health
occupations, and cosmotology and barbering, while in ES such occupations
include inventory clerks, house-to-house sales, kitchen helpers, porters
and janitors, motor freight occupations, service station attendants, ware-
housemen and material handlers.

The occupational composition of ES jobs is materially altered when viewed
frcm the stock or flow perspective: Nearly half of the new jobs listed
are in 14 occupations, of which eight (representing 17% of all new listings);
do not appear in high-volume when examining stock. These are low-pay,
low-status jobs which tend to flow in and out of ES in the course of one
day, and do not accumulate a significant inventory.

TS jobs, especially those in the daily floW, are more diverse in their
`occupational and industrial distribution than jobs appearing in the want

ads

Mandatory listings constitute 21 percent of ES stock, but only 11 percent
of the flow of new listings.\ One-half of the professional, technical,
and managerial inventory or Stock of jobs in ES are mandatory listings,
and one-quarter of its stock of clerical, processing and machine trade
jobs. Mandatory openings tend to stay open longer than other jobs mainly
because of their generally higher education and skill requirements..

Areas vary greatly in the average length-of time jobs remain in the ES
system, ranging,from 5 days to 43 days which reflects considerable var-
iance not only in difficulty of 'filling jobs, but also in attention
paid to maintaining good files of valid openings.

1/ Findings about industries are very- tentative because of missing industry
data in want ads.

vi.
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The ES share of listings in both ES/WA stock and flow differs widely
among geographic areas. The following factors have the greatest
'association with 'an area having a higher ES share of new listings:

1. a relatively high proportion of employment in low-pay,
low-status occupations, according to the 1970 census;

2. a low ratio of locally placed help wanted ads to local
employing units; and

,
3. a relatively large staff per labor force ratio (i.e.,

adequate staffing).

While occupational listings in L th intermediaries are reflective of
local economics, service occupations are thp major component of both
ES and want ads stock and flow in over half of the areas. The stock
of both want ads and ES has the same core of high volume jobs in nearly
all areas. However, there is less uniformity among areas in the high-
volume occupations that appear daily in the ES flow.

vii
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INTRODUCTION

This monograph is,based on a study which is part of a broade research

effort, directed by the Employment and Training Administration, to understand

the processes of recruitment and hiring in the AMerican economy. e study

`project-was conducted by Olimpus Research Centers and was intended. t enlarge

the body of knowledge about labor market intermediaries. Though th.s was

essentially descriptive research, the:knowledge gained bears ',non ma ypuVic

policy questions, and is most relevant to an iisettMent of the basic function

of the public employment service (ES)--what it does'now and what it should

be doing.
1/ Most Current research and evaluation studies measure the economic'

and social benefits and costs of ES as "a thing in itself," ,So far as we"

know, this 15 the only study of intermediaries that compares one to another on the

assumption that the main actors on this stage--employertand workersdo have

alternative,searth channels and can and dp make thOiceS about which to use..

The research pro4ect examines the labor exchange role that is now being

assigned to;ESlivliat by government policy makerS, economists, social scientists,;

legislatos, or!others who are not directly involved in labor markets, but
,

by the employert themsOves. Until policy makers look squarely at the

employer-generated role for ES. and the reasons for it, an airof unreality

will continue/to underlie"all attempts to define the mission and determine

the behavior of the agency.

The' study upon Which the monograph is based compares, the stocks-and

flews of occupational listings' in the helpwahted ads (occupations listed

Within an ad) to those placed with ES by local employers (job orders) in 12

labor market areas-. The stock data from ES, obtained at the end Of the month
.

following the purge of closed orderS, and froM the wantads of. the closest

Sunday edition of the newspaper, continues for 12 consecutive months from

June, 1974, through May,,1975, producing 12 snapshot Views. The moving picture

view -.is created by the flow data which isideveIpped by ldentifYing and ex-

tracting. new listings that flowed daily into and out of eac'ntermedary:.

during October, 1974. Asubstudy'identifies emptOyerswho used each mechanism

during the flow period,. and those who used both, and the comparative use by

1/ The.optional term " "Job Service "" is.preferred to "EMploymentService by 4-,

number of states. Sinteio 'uniform- designation exists, we.have chosen to use
" "Employment Service" or "ES". throughout the monograph.



analyzed, oMparisons are made by volume, in :occupatioha;

industrial mak0UP, between stock2aindflOw, and between geographiC areas.

4401*sis'is:alSo perlormed to determine what impact 10w-00Y, 10W-status

occupations have on both, intermediaries and the effect that mandatory listings.

two perspectives (i.e., stock and flow), were pursued becauie each

Offersa Unique glimprie into the use of the twomechanisms. The stock per--

spective' tells us not only about thechbice of intermediary, made by the em-

P10Yer, but.also inforM'S about imbalances between supply and demand. The

inventory also speaks to va 'riations of administrative practices in ES.which

affect the length of time,jobs remain in the system. The flow perspective

imorecearly expresses the employer choice of recruitment channel end captures,

'pv,ticularly in ES, thosesjobs that come and go out of the system in higher

ViMmethan can be discerned from the inventory.

--1.'The reader should be reminded of some of the limitationsbn the scope

of the study and., the findings that stem-from it.

1. Although the 12 study sites are geographically, economically and

sociologically diverse, they'are not entirely representative.

,The six largest SMSAs' studied incorporate80 percent of the pop-.

ulation in the study areas; the combined populations Of all U.S.

SMSAs with population of 500,000 or more reOresent only .74 percent.

Of U.S.cmetroP01itan population'. To this degree, the sample tends

to overstate the case of'big cities .
,

The two intermediaries 'are placed in a'competitive stance only

in terms Of the'volume'bf'listings, Each mayAhave intrinsic value

or capabilities to respond to the-needs of either job seekers or/

employers that are of equal\or greater ihipartancethan sheer

votume. This is not an evaluation of the two' institutions, since

no value judgment is intended. More doesn't necessarily mean better.

3. The study is primarily descriptive research,'and descriptions of

social phenomena focuses mainjy on what and who. Analysis of why

phenomena occur is severly hamOtred by the absence of significant

data obtainable only through deepeotand more analytical research

methods.

However, over 204,000 help wanted ads in 19 newspapers were counted

and 'examined, of which 62,00d met-criteria far inclusion i r t study arid



ithin the 2 areas,. job orders were examined from Es instal

in some 30' communities. This represents a formidable data base

'from which-to drawtonclusions that would strongly suggest a pattern to be

'ehoput46red elsewh4e in the United States.

the monograph beg: by presenting two conceptual instruments, or in-

stitutional models, which provi' coherence and meaning to the description,

dati and analysis which Follows:

1. Drawing on, data gathered in \this study, as well as on other labor

market research and empirical knowledge of the behavior of other

intermediaries, a model, was constructed that depicts job search

and recruitment processes and channels at several levels. From

the model one may infer the existence of a screening and filter-

ing process through which, job openings pass from the employers'

preferred recruitment channels, which are the least open-to the

general public, to-the last resort, most public recruitment

methods: warit ads and ES.

2. kdistinction, is drawn betWeen two fUnctional types of labor

exchange intermediaries: the broadcaster and broker.. The

characteristics of each are analyzed, using want ads as the

eanodel and private employment agencies as the broker .Jdel.

vidence is ten adduced that, ES role confusion stems 'partly from-.

an oscillation between the two functional models. -

The purpose of the monograph is to extract the essence of the:study

report and to delineate moreisharply and clearly the policy issues and im-

plications that emerged from it. Having had the benefit of critical responses

.tothe original study,. thiS -condensation is accompanied by refinements that

entailed some modifications. The most important refinement concerned the job

search /recruitment model. Data were compressed but otherwise not altered,

The reader interested in the more detailed and-complete analysis'of findings

is referred to thd'report, The Comparative Labor Market Role of Newspaper.

Help. Wanted Ads and Public Employment Service Job Listings (Miriam Johnson

and Marged Sugarman, Silt Lake City: plympus Research Corp., January, 1977)..

It is our hope-that the ensuing material will contribute to the:national

dialogue about thevission of the public em/loymentiservice.



. 'LABOR EXCHANGE: HOOTHESES AND MODELS

How employers with openings and potential workers learn of and find

each ather is of crucial concern to policy makers and to operators ofthe

Public Employment Service {DES). The likelihood of "need" for ES labor ex-'

change services and the potential for these services is closely linked

to the degree to which labor market transactions take place through other

intermediaries, both forMal and informal.

Based on a synthe'si.s of findings from recent labor market research--1/

as well as the empirical resultS of this study, this chapter offers a

framework for giving meaning and coherence to the body of data which

follows. It has three purposes:

I. To present a hypothetical institutional model of the job

recruitment-search processes.

2. To define the nature of the two intermediaries under

study, within the framewbrk of the model.

3. To develop institutional models of labor exchange func-

tions and define the organizational charactenistics that

are required in each.

Assumptions

In. approaching the construction of a hypdthetical model, we begin

with a series of hypotheses or .assumptions.

Assumption 9n

The hierarchy of recruitment methods used by eMplyers reflects gradation

of employer obligations or demonstrable preferences. *The universe,of job

vacancies, then, is not a continuum insofar as-employer recruitment behavior
is concerned. The mix of jobs that fall into the domain of the two public

intermediaries under the study is qualitatively different from those in

closed or informal systems.

1/ Camil Associates, Recruitment,'Job Searchand the United States Employ -'
ment Service (Philadelphia: Camil Associates, 1975) andabseeking Methods
Used by AmerieanWorkers (Washington, D. C.: U.S, Bureau of Labor Statistics,
1975). The'studies will be referred to as "Camil" and ",BLS." -I/
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1.1 Given a choice, employers prefer to recruit and,sele t from

sources that are closer and more-familiar to them for,all job/categories.
/

They broadcast their vacancies to the narrowest, most restricted market .
///

which is most apt to produce acceptable workers with the required skills.
/

The job appears in the less restricted public Market only when closer

audiences have failed to respond or were unavailable to-the employer. As

a consequence of such a "picking off" and filtering proceSS, the mix of

jobs that do fall into the public domain differs in kind from the total

universe of job vacancies.

2. Certain types of jobs tend to dominate the unrestricted public

market. They appear in large volume and can be stratiffed as follows:

a. Jobs in low-pay, low-status, and high-turnove occupations.

b. Jobs in occupations of uncertain income (comM6ssion sales).
I

c. Jobs within any occupational family which ary least attractiVe

and hardest to fill.

d. Jobs hard to fill because of scarcity of thd)required skills.

A11 four categories require broadcast to a wide *dience and some

require lengthy broadcast as well.

3. Because of these factors, the public intermediary market tends

to be'characterized by a comparatively small share of the total volume of

vacancies consisting largely of less desirable jobs which are broadcast to

the'argest, less "attached,' less "belonging" pdP1 of potential workers..?(
,

4. The jobs thatAominate,the two -systems, studied here- -want ads.

and Et--are more similar than they:are different,,and they serve'essen-

tially the same range of job seekers and employers.

Assumption 'Two
4

Until a job filters into the publicly accessible',formal, institu-

tional intermediaries, it does not represent a viable potential for ES.,

1. Except for obligatory closed systems, both job seeker and emp 9y-
\

er can exercise freedom of choice in the recruitment or search methods they

use. The primary competitors to the use of ES as a recruiting mechablIsm

2/ The assumption that fewer jobs fall on a larger audience is supported
by findings in the Employment Service Potential (ESP) Studies. See footnote .

10 in this chapter.



are the help wanted ads and the private employment agencies ES has no

potential for capturing vacancies which can be filled the closed sytems

or the informal methods, whatever level of effort it makes. Inevitably,

the forethan's brother or friend,
A
the aggressive job se her who shows up at

the company's personnel office when the job bectvthes vacant, a recommendation

from a professional associatioq, a union hiri'ng hall referral or the Civil..

Service list will fill the job' (assuming these are availablevandtanmeet

requinments),.before the job is listed with ES, private employment agencies,

or want ads.

2. Even if the job listing is sought out and captured by the private

agencies or ES /WA market, employers will, if they can, continue to search

their closer environs and will usually favor an acceptable candidate pro-

duced by the informal or .closed-system mechanisms over thoseproduced by

the formal public ones.

3. Employer. perception of ES is not the primary reason for failing

to list their openings. The employer "either felt he didn't need the

Employment Service or it had nothing to do'with his needs for employees."/

An emp'loyer's decision to "go public" generally occurs'because of a fail-

ure or anticipated failure to draw enough satisfactory employees from the

narrower circle.

4. The arena of competitive potential for ES occurs after the

employer crosses the line into-making a formal public annoAr:ement. Only

then is the choice among the threesintermediariesbased on the employer's'

perception of their comparative competency to fill the employer's needs.

Assumption Three

.Public labor exchange channels perform two basic functions: (1)

they centralize and broadcast job vacancy information, and (2).they act

as direct and active mediators or brokers, in bringing jobs and workets

together.

I. Private employment agencies are models of a labor exchange

(broker function. Help wanted ads are a model of a labor exchange broadcast

3/, Camil, op. cit.,



lunWon,;: ehgag oth:CtiVities It parallels the private'emplOY'

',-Mentagencles in:prirfbrming the broker role andl,the help wantediads ir(the

777-tehtraliiing and 0i-ciadaSting

2. The major d'stinction'between the services offered by the'help

wanted ads and ES/li s in the ability of the latter to Act as a borker.

Using oacupations h avily'identified with private employment agencies as

a prototype of jobS which usually require intensive brokering, it could be

expected that such jobs would appear more heavily in ES than in want ads.

Job Recruitment/Search Model

Based ibn the preceding assumptions, we have constructed a recruitment-

job search model (Figure 1:1) which,correlates the method used by employers
4/ ,

to broadcat and fill their employment needs and the several audiences. The

,invertettiangle represents the- vacancy broadcast by the employer to'the

potential /audience. The juxtaposed upright pyramid represents the audience

and the-piacetit must be in order to "hear' it, The sequence of levels is

general'O ordered according togradation of openness of the announcement and
-

.

\

exclUsiven

%
s of the audience, with the most excl,usive at the top of the

figure. ]

i

Th re is no attempt to arrange levels in accordance with the

aggregate number 8f vacancies occurring at each level,the statistical size -

of the audiefice,.or the frequencywith which matches occur. -.

Drawing, on thediagram, we elaborate on each leveT or segMent of ther.

model. 'Nothing that follows, or that has been said, should be interpreted
...

as,a d4cription of a rigid' sequence, precluding the possibility that em-

ployers use many-or even all search methods at once,, depending on the

-econo* and other factors. The model attempts only to describe the dynamics

of the search process and its'underTing rationale.

The internal market (Level I) refers to those job changes that occur

within an enterprise for which a'competitive choice,is made, either by

transfer or promotion of the Currently employed, or the recall of those on
.

ltyoff. A "job change" in this sense requires an actual change in incum-

be'nts,:not merely a ch6ge of job content for the samii.incumbent. Though

-there is little statistical evidence regarding the size of internal labor

.',market transfers,promotions, or recalls, the Employment Service Potential

cow
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Figure 1:1. A Rerruitrnent-Job Search Model
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irt7VtttfehtlY"devel:00119;the'eaPativiqtrorto14ntrreLlmmennyzes

coVerel employment: within a .quarter, and identifying those that are=re-

tred by the same company within a time frame. In Nevada, approximately'

.11.7 Percent of all hires in 1975 were rehires: / In California, during

the fourth quarter of 1974, rehires constituted 16 percent-of all hiring

activity.7.,

5/
The internal market, by definition,does not make use of market

intermediaries.

Word of mouth (Level II) describes those jobs that are obtained

through the personal contacts of job seekers. This is an informal, non-
.,

trostitutionalized process beginning either with the employers' announce-

ment of their opening tothOse closest to them--employees, business associ-

ates, and competitors--or becauseemployees themselves know of the impend-

'ing departure of a fellow employee before the employer)s apprised.

Employers often first post such openings within their place of business

So that employeeemay have first access for tbeir family and friends.

The aggregate number of transactions that take place through.this method

is very high, but the announcement of a particular opening goes to a

mitrOmarket. The person who:gets the JO has somepersonal connectiOn,

howeVer remoteWith.the employer's circle..

The-Survey oonducted by Camil Of.employertAndicates that this "word.

of mouth" Method is, in-their Perception.theMostsuccetsfuLand the one
,

theYinott prefer. -The,BLS surve.11:10und that-27:percentof SUCcessfUl
f,g r.

seekers secured their jobs on the basis of such informal information

carriers, .while CaTirattributed about 30 Percentt9 this method:

I ' The potency of this recruitment method is reflected in the importance

(attached to it by the Equal Employment Opportunities Commission tn their

GuideboA for Employers, and it hasibeen the subject of iubstantial, judicial

condemnation. Numerous courts, have found that the "word of mouth recruit-

Mint by a substantially all-white work force, has the effect of replicating

e racial characteristics of the existing work force." )

.

The Nevada Em lo ment Service Potential Project,"Daft (San Francisco:
Om IX, impartment of Labor, employment and Training'Administration,

cember 1976)':
4 .

EmplOyMent Service Potential, Draft (Sacramento: California tmploy-

t Development Department; June 1977) .
Barbara Schlei-and Paul Grossman, Employment Discrimination Law
hington, ,D.C.: Bureau of National Affairs, 19761. :

=



e formal closed systems (Level' Int) are non optional Both ear's

PloYer and job seeker are required to use the mechanism, be It CiVil Ser-

vice or the union hiring hall, to find each other. In one instance, the

broadcast is limited to those workers who have succeeded through the "rites

of passage," attained union membership and met all unikR,pegiirementi that

'pertain to being dispatched to a job Though anyone can apply for Civil,
aer

Service employment,-the job opening itself can be filled-only by those who

have passed the Civil Service tests and met other requirements. .Level III

jobs are made available to a larger body of job seekers only when the

hiring hall cannot supply the workers, or the Civil Service lists are ex-

hausted.

The formal, semi-closed optional systems (Level IV) consist of

various institutions that act as intermediaries between .a pool of-jobs-
/

and workers with specific occupational skills or-training. The use of these

systems is optional for both principals. The intermediaries include, but

arept limited to professional associations, their journals and placement

services at, regional and national meetings:serving highly specialized pro-

fessional and 'technical fields; college placement, trade school' placement,-,

and man.), employability dwielopment government programs.which provide em- 4

PloYers with pools of newly trained workers who are already in the system;

, unions, without hirin /halls, that provide employers and members with a
If

!referral servtce. T ough employers may be "free to recruit from other

sources, membert,hip/in the group insures an experigned"br,qualified worker

r1)001; and thus'the/referral service functions for members, trainees or

graduates only,. /

'The optional semi - closed systems may involve a wider circle to which
,

the job openingis bkiadcast,:but they are nemertheless circumscribed by,

the controlling mechanisms which often operate to contain the audienceto

which the job is broadcast. Together, Levels III and IV,the closed and

semi-Oosed systems, account for approxiMately18 percent of the successful

job search method of workers, as extrapolated froth the,BLS survey data

Employer gate hires 6eveliV)refersto those matches that iic:cur as

employers hire individuals who come-to their establishment in search of

work. The. BLS study indicates that this method by job seekers accounts

for more hires than any other.', The BLS interview asked,xespondents if they.

had "applied directly,to an employer without suggestions or referrals

21
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froth anyone"; 35 percent reported that this is howithe found 'their jObs.

Sinde a respotident could have reasonably concluded th t the term "anyone"-

does' not cover want ads, the. 35 percent may be sligh ly overstated..

Such job'seekers, through their self-propelle behavior, move them-

selves into a position where. they _can hear the employer's announcements.

The direct employer contact method is used with varying degrees of sophis-

tication by all' kinds of job seekers. There are those with highly sought

after skills, credentials and experience, who knbw their'oWn market 'far

better than any intermediary possibly could,know where the jobs.are apt

to occur and are essentially seeking depth information upon which to make

a choice. Others, less assured of their place in the queue, conduct 'a

purposeful, well,organized search for work, concentrating their efforts

on the company, industry, location, or occupation in whiff they are inter-

ested in establishing themselves, and using the job search as a means of

increasing theextent of their knowledge. There-are, however, ihose--most

often in unskilled, low-pay occupations--who conduct an aimless, limited,

"hit-and-miss"search, returning to the 'same few known employers on a' pre-
.

scribed route, or presenting themselves to the.employer with the defeatist

"I'll take anything" approach. Such job search Is uneconomical and wastes

the worker's time and money.

Though the direct approach method is theoretically available to all

job seekers, large numbers - -34 percent, according to BLS..-did not use it

to get their jobs and may, because of timid'i'ty or ladk of knowledge, re-
'

intermediation: ?And large numbers ofsmaller, less prominehtenter-
,

*prises may never have the opportunity for a gate hire.

Thee isconsiderable empirfcal'evidence that employers prefer to

hire people who make an independent search for work to those whO are sent

by a public agency because they regard; the former tndividuals as better

risks in view of the demonstrable self-propelled desire for work:

referrals are often viewed, perhaps unfairly, as less work-oriented in-
.

dividuals who are forced by the requirement of the work test to'accept

referrals.

In all,'according to BLS,sroughly.two-thirds -(61 percent) of the

job-perSon matches that take place do so through he two informal met o

(Levels I and V).without requiring empioyers to, b oadcast the Vacancy

infOrthation beyOni their-fthmediate environs,_and.Without the interve tion
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of a formal third party.

The private employment agenciesigLevel-VI) are a formal public in

termediary to the degree that there-are no institutional barriers to their

use by either job seeker or employer. They are one of the oPtions avail-

able in those occupations in which they operate a brokering service. The

optiOn, however, is not open to all job seekers, even within those occu-

pations. Not only do agencies charge a fee to either party, but they can

'and do cream the population and the jobs that come to them. Neither ES

nor the want ads have such prerogatives. Want ads are available to every-

one, and ES-is obliged to continue to work for and with the less qualified

applicant as a matter of law and public Policy. The contrast tends to cast

the private employment agencies into the role of an outstationed employer

personnel office as well as a public intermediary.

A private agency tends to specialize in groups of related,oCcupations

or in fatticular industries or fields of work such as medical and foc'

services. According to CaMil, the fee was paid by the worker in 60 per-

cent of the jobs obtained through this. A high proljecirtion ofsi

the individuals-placed by private agencies'in mainly white collar jobs

were,young, wilite women. The activities of the private' agencies are

cloaked in so:muchsecrecy as to defy a direct study of their impact,
t.
practices,,and labor market role.

,,Our stud$', then, is'measuring and compar'ing the choice made 'by the..

employer between the two most ubiquitous formal intermediaries, ES (Level

VII) and the help.wanted' ds (Level VIII). 'Together with private agencies,

a,these interMediaries account for about -luarter of the jobs found by job,

seekers.

Nj

7/ {This percentage may be influenced by the 'size of the cities'in the
Camil study. Larger cities would tend tomhave a higher volume of upper
bracket administrative and professional jobs, with the fee paid by the
employer:
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, tki
Ppercent of,Job,_eek rs Who Foun

by Public Intermediary

BLS

Want ads .14.0%

ES 5.1

PEA's 5Y6

Tota! 24.7%

-

The rationale for the comparison comes from the conviction that the

want ads and ES are more similar to one anothef than either is to any

other intermediary. The following reasons are offered:

EaCh is a mechanism accessible for unrestricted use to all
occupations, industries, employers, or job seekers.

Neither workers nor employers are compelled to use want ads

or. ES as an exclusive method for filling openings of obtain-

ing jobs:

o Unlike other labor exchange-mechanisms; want Os and ES are
able_ -to paintairi very little, if any; control over the, vol-,

ume or the charactertstid-of their users, be they'_employers

or readers/job seekers.

The use of either involves anctive, formal act* the f
part of the employer which steps beyond the search within

his or her own circle or envirods.

,Neither charges a fee to employer or job seeker 'for the
. brokering service, though there is a minimal cost to the
employer for advertising a job:..

Both operate in the same local market, subject to the same
economic and demographic conditions or competition from
other hiring channels.,

Both are central repositories for disseminating job
vacancy information which is available to the general

public.'
G.

There are, however, critical fferences between the to

Though both receive and disseminate vacancy information,'Only
ES provides the broker f nction--the task of effecting a

match,

Want.ads are a commerc4al venture. Thi ntUrei *14:11son

dretre i s reliOn0e:an71 s noti:tent 1 y Concernedwith
serving7the:lbcal laborlmarket/or:fulfilling 4 social'Or'-



4icoom c though al
do so very succ0W013;i4-4-90vei0Ment 40 lidatOd

. to'proVide, a Tab0'001409e's0r0 eto all eleMetitsAp:tho
community. 'Its major OUrpOse is to.:order. the TabeilM4Oket,
.and facilitate. itsJunctioning. ;ItS: main users `are the:1ocal
employers and job.seekers.

Want ads are disseminated to a much larger, more divere
audience which includes individuals.who are only marginally
seeking work. ES,has a far smaller clientele consisting of
deliberate job seekers.

The hypothetical model is set forth as a process, and is unrelated

to the level of unemployment or to other special ciTcumstances which would
affect the volume and velocity,of jobs that filter down to the public
domain. A tight market would, of course, drop a larger volume of jobs,

more quickly into the'lap of the'public intermediaries.

A number of conditions may cause some emOfOyerS to place jobs in the

public domain more quickly and more frequently than other employers. The
Federal Contractar Job LiitingrProgramN commonly called Mandatory Listings

(MO, requires most government contractors to list mOst\of their jobswith
ES in order to insure preferential treatment for Viet NaMsera and disabled
veterans. Title VId of the~ Civil Rights Act2 may impel eMployerSto place
their jobs with either or both intermediaries to fulq11,ae affirmative,

action policY, though nothing in either mandate implies .that the

pattern would depart from the sequence, of preferene s499ested/bY..:the.ia,

gram. In additions special conditions suited for the' plublic broadcast of

jobs might include hew emoloyers'estabtishing iiOlkIrltrequiring the.riCruit-\:
merit of a full complement of workers; _a foreknowledge or ass4mPtion'On the
part of the employer of scarcity in a particular speciality; an employer

hiriag so infrequently as to,know little about wOrker pools

However, none of these conditions seriously impinges upod-

tial thesis that employers' preferences and obligations in thefr"uSe-of

intermediaries are endemic,, creating a "last resort", public'market-With

definable' characteristics. f-
.

Yhough everyone throughout the pyramid has access tq'the fobs that

aPPear publicly0 the-persons in the lower PortiOn.of the pyramid do not-,
,

gy Title 38, United States Code
.34 As amended .by the Equal Employient Opportunity ACt of 1972.

14



-ati:giVIi,1 moment, have accesSitia the jobs that\apOeir

mehts. Inherent in the process is a tendency for a decreasing share
,

..,,

the total VItancies that occur to be announced to\an enlarging competing

audience.lY And the fact that there we' a no takes in the more restrict-

,

:

ed markets lends credence to the assumption that either tne,-job is less ,

desirable than jobs that were filled or that t re are fewer individuals

available with the required skills, and, the fore, to find them requires

a wider broadcast.

Labor Exchange Models

As has been said, the critical difference in services provided be-

tween ES and the help wanted ads'is in the,brolcer function: want ads 0

ar-epurely a broadcaster of labor market information. ES, though it broad-
,

casts its jobs in the job information centers 'and permits a' measure of

self-selection, is also presumablya brokerage,. As- used here, "broker"

describes a variety of specific activities which call for an increasing:

v , degree of intermediation at each step. These might include:

s Narrowing the audience Wproviding accurate Job desdrtv.

dons, titles, and Codes:

Controlling the flowef applicants.

Givin informatiO6 which shapes the expectations of either

emp oyer or Jo ,,eeker.
,. .

0 Searching the ma within-and outside theinstitutidn

. for the worker or the, job, ;,

Selecting an appropriate worker., or an appropriate job.

* allinland convincing, either party to accept contact.-

Plalgingtmeeting.

filloyiing_up the results.

Continuing with other match efforts if the first fails.

'Evidence strongly supportive & this assumption has recently come: to

:light with initial data from the Employment ervice Potential Project 14*

TurneVerf:rates, based on a:count of new-hires:per.gUarter,aro

.actually vastly higher than has heretofore been estimated.

152t:,
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The dual broadcast- brokerage' role played bey ES is analytically cone

fusing. Because each of the two commercial Thtermedlaries is more purely

one qrthe other, a dissection of their has,- behavioral and organizational

elements provides a vantage point from which to view ES in its permutations.

The Broadcatt Model

Thehelp wanted ad section can be likened to the owner of the premises

of ajarmers'.market which rents stalls. The owner has rules for use, he.,

provides the premises and the parking space. But, es sentially, each stall

occupier. decides how to display his goods, what he'will sell, and for what

price.

The wanted ad section tsrewarded in proportion to the volume of

labor market information received on the one hand, and the.dissemination

ofthit information to the public through sale,of newspapers on the other.

It offers the information to an indiscriminate applicant supply;any reader

-is a potential user of that labor market information. Its responsibilities
,
end with the display of the ad.

Internilly, the newspaper has .discrete structures to deal with each

Side of the labor market and one has no' relationship to the other. The

classified ad Section deals only with the employer and .other advertiSers.

'The job seekerk as a memberof the public, is the concern of the circula-

tion department. The "sales" efforts--toincrease revenue either through

the sale of more help .wanted space, or the sale of more newspapers -are

unattached to and unrelated to the labor exchange processes.

Job seekers'using want ads are engaged in a self - :screening process.

Employers may, in,fact, employ screening devices within the ads. Such

devices include suppressing the identifying information, requiring a letter

or-telephone call in 'response, or using highly technical ad script to dis-

courage inappropriate responses. The employer could also induce responses

suppressing negative information or diStorting earning potentials.

The relationship between the.employer and the want ad taker is

-,totally impersOnal. Any,one'of many ad, takers may respond to the telephone

order. The person taking the ad makes no claim to expert knowledge of the

.,./-supply side of the market, nor of occupational variables or, prevailing

(Trates. The newspaper bears no responsibility for the outcome of the ads.

27.



The Broker Moodel

The broker role'of the private agencies is akin to that of the marriage

broker: If the meeting between the two "takes," the broker haS earned his

fee.

Awards are entirely dependent upon effecting a match between job

seeker and employer, whichever pays the fee. The job and applicant infor-

mation is owned, controlled and, in fact, sold by the broker. No effective

self-screening is possible. Only a small portion of the job volume is

publicly displayed in a newspaper, and the information that is advertised

is geared to attract business to the agency rather than to broadcast speci-

fic openings. The critical, detailed, identifying information is not

divulged until a scrtling process has taken place and the third-party role

is insured.

To exercise the brokerage function and fulfill the promises inherent

in-it, certain behavioral and organizational'characteristics are evident:

The same person must deal with both sides of the market. This

is an essential ingredient of brokering in any field.

The expertise claimed by the broker can best be attained or
simulatedIif the broker narrows the playing field to a group
of occupations or an industry where the brokering activity
is most likely to be needed.

The relationship requires a high degree of pershnalization in
order to develop trust since'the "professionalism" of the,-,
service offered is somewhat atorphic. To ensure return business,
it is necessary to fulfill the role of,a surrogate for those
sources of information that are in Level II--word of mouth- -
and are in closest proximity .to the employer.

To fulfill the implied promise to make an active search of
available workers or jobs for the best possible match, the
same person who is =sponsible for the match is also involved
in an active search for new business--seeking,applicants in
order to keep the promise to the employer or soliciting
employers for job listings in order to keep the-promise to
the job seekers. Private employment agencies do not sep-
arate these functions. They all reside in a single person,
as they do in most middletan, broker activities.

Private agencies depend heavily on job development to make
matches, and do not restrict themselves to "house" orders
(i.e., unsoliCited.jobs placed by, employers).

- 17



Private agencies tend to refer only one applicant for an open-
ing rather than a number, though this practice is not univer-
sally adhered to.

When the employer or the job seeker does not get any response
or gets a po6r response to the enlistment of intermediary aid,
the onus for the failure falls on the broker--not on the econ
omy, the quality of the jobs or the applicant supply. Once
the broker has accePted a client, he essentially accepts re
sponsibility for failure.

Whoever pays the fee, the job is owned by the empLyer. Hence
the broker becomes the outside personnel officer for the enter-
prise, a consultant brought in to perform a specific task.
EMployers either pay for that service themselvet, or pass re -.

cruiting costs on to the job Seeker who pays the fee, depend-.
ing on the skill level and supply/demand conditions.

Brokers limit their activities, cream the supply, seek more
salable applicants and more desirablei higher paid jobs upon
which to spend their energies since the commission is the
source of their livelihood.' Their greatest advertising em-
phasis is placed on bringing in a stream of people rather
than jobs, so as to cull out the less attached, less desir-.
able, more numerous audience and find-those applicants for
whom better jobs can be developed. 11/

The two models have conflicting elemepts since broadcasting the job

makes self-selection possible which reduces'the need for a-troker%

The Employment Service

The structure and procedures.i ES clearly contain elements of both

models:

. To-the degree that it what information is ex-
tracted from the employer and applicant, organizes and
clarifies it, and also controls the referrals, it emulates .

the broker model.

It is rewarded for selecting; referring, and'placing
applicants--a broker characteristic.

11/ The information about private employment agencies is garnered from
discussions with owners of both applitant and employer fee paying agencies,
both franchised and individual firms. It is not Kesented asrepresenta-
tive but does offer significant insights. Respondents agreed-,that they
,(a)-place 20 percent Of their applicants, (b) fill only a small portion
of the "house" orders, and, as much as 70 percent of their placements are
a consequence of job development.

- 18 -



Like the broadcaster, ES subjects all jobs to essentially

the same process. It makes no formal, or operational dis-
tinctions among jobs in terms of the degree of brokering
effort expected, needed, or possible.

To the degree that it structurally separates dealings with
the applicant public from dealings with the employer, it
emulates the informational model. The centralized order-
taking unit is a near replica of the want ad taker.

When the outside "sales" force is separated from contact
with.the two principals, it emulates the broadcaster.

Occupational or industrial specialization glides along
between the two models, though centralized'order taking
has significantly decreased occupational specialization,

...sending the agency in Oe'direction of a broadcast model.

: Because of placement definitions, and the pressures of--
job order and appliCant flow, ES staff depends heavily
on "house" openings for making the match, with,limited
effort to develop jobs for applicants. This is a serious

departure from the broker model.

Job Bank and computerized job-person matching clearly
moves in the direction of the depersonalized information
model, despite the matching function of the computer,
vnless the computer is used as one. of the tools of the

broker.

.'Displaying allor nearly all the job orders for public-
scrutiny and Self- selection increases the tendency toward
the labor exchange broadcast Model, though thewithholding
of.identifyinginformation clings to,,the broker function.

Unless otherwise specified, ES tends to refer three.
, applicants for one opening which deviates from the'brOker

prattice'to a 4egree.

The degree to which ES is all-encompassing and does not
cull the audience, test, reject, and reduce its appli-
cant users,,it emulates the broadcast model.

This; then; brings us to the study_in question. When employers

enter their vacancy into the public domain, what are their criteria for

choices among the available intermediaries? When and why'do employers

choose to use both ES and want ads? What. are their expectations, from

both? When they use both for the same occupation, is it fair to assume

that they perceive both as provididg access to a pool of job seekers from

which.io draw Oferrals--the broadcast, function'?

- 19-- 30
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The Camil Study, which is based on interviews with same employers,

provides a profile of employer use and perceptions of ES, some of which

are particularly relevant to our sludy. For example, employers have a

range of different expectations, when placing an order, and varibus degrees

of complaint or satisfaction. Only 31 percent of the employer users of ES

expected careful broker-type screening. Another 14 percent wanted pre-

liminary screening. However, fully,half of the emplOyers in the Camil

Study expected nothing more than that ES send 'qualified people," and,

according to Camil, this latter group used ES as aifcentralized mechanism,

dropping their vacancies into a pool of knowa job seekers., The study

further suggests that-the greatest amount of dissatisfaction with the

agency stemmed from those employers who had apparehtlly regarded it as a

broker and were dissatisfied with the quality or the absence of referrals.

-It appears that employer users of ES expected and wanted response tb their

jop orders more quickly than the average employer intervi,ewed. In ex:

amining recruitment methods' used,Camil found that ES was seldom used

exclusively. The most common combinations of intermediary use were ES

with newspapers and one other method and ES with private agencies.

The ensuing chapters provid insights intb the labor exchange' role

played by ES. The agency can do only that which is asked of it by employers

and workers who own the jobs and the skills. There is little to be gained

by criticizing a public institution if it fails to do that which is beyond

its-scope and power.

2031
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DESCRIPTION. OF THE PROJECT

The rationale:for the data collection procedures used in the study

can best be illustrated by following a composite job seeker, engaged in

the search for work at different times and with varying degrees of inten-

,sity.'.The person (henceforth referred to as JS), is neither interested

in nor eligible for training, work experience, on-the-job training, or

any subsidiied employment opportunity emanating from manpOwer programs.

JS is willing to accept full-.or, part-time, temporary or peObanent work,

except casual labor lasting three days or less. He/she is literate in

English and free of those physical handicaps that would interfere with a.

visit to the local ES office. Our.job seeker is unwilling to commute.:

beyond usual commuting distance's for the labor market area, unwilling to

pay a fee for obtaining a job, and is .generally reluctant to respond to

the ads placed by private employment agencies. The\person may or may not

use various other job search methods, but this study perceives the labor

''harket.through that job 'seeker's experiences with help wanted ads and ES

listings- only. Our'job.seeker lives in any of the 12 areas under study

and looks for a job periodically and sometimes every day.

Ih the'periodic or daily search, JS encounterls the stocks and flows

of jobs placed by employers in the two intermediaries, which are the source

of thekdata; This chapter describet the files, the study sites, and the

.,way in which thedata are handled.

The Basic Files

The study draws on two data sources--want ads and employment, service

listings--which are 'organized into three files for analysis: the stock,

the flow, and the match studieS.

. Stock Data - The First Day Of Search

Our composite job seeker begins the search for work on the first

day of the month, after all orders doted during the preceding month have

been rem6ved from the active ES file and before new ones 'have been added.

When visiting the CS office, JS has access to all open orders in the office
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on , *hat day. On the closest Sunday, JS examines every ad listed in the

help wanted columns, rejecting those jobs that cannot be lotated within-

the area, those ads placed by private employment agencies, and those that

appear to, oe earning opportunities other than jobs. All ads placed by

employers for work within that same labor market area are presUmed to

,describe jobs that are open and available.

The Mock analysis consists of a comparison betWeen the'opportunities

for work found in each system at 12 monthly interval's, beginning with the

end of June 1974 through'the end of May 1975 in 12 labor market areas.

Comparisons are made by volume, occupation, and othen 'characteristics.
.

Thus, we ollow JS through.a.set of 12 peribdic 'snapshots of the inventory,

of ,job listing's in each of the two public intermediaries--ES and help

wanted ads..

Flow Data -'The Daily Search

In the'flow study, the 'stance and image of the person are altered.

JS now has a prodigious memory and is engaged in,an active, daily search

fOrr` work. Beginning_With the last Sunday in September 1974 (a stock day),

JS scans each daily edition of the newspaper want ads for fotin weeks.

Brushing Aside the ads seen the day, before, JS selects only the new list
ings. In daily visits to ES, beginning with the first 'working day of

OCtober, JS also selects only the new listings. Theflow analysis con=

sists of an-examination of-new jobs-that flow through each sygtem during

four weeks in October, and a comparison between the two in the 12 areas,

-by volume, occupation, and other characteristics.
/ ,

4,The total opportunities to' which JS is exposed in a month.consist

of the first day's stock plus the subsequent new listings,,referned to

as October jobs.

Matched Data - Encountering the Same Employer

Some employers listed jobs in both mechanisms during the flow month.

These employers are identified by industry, and analyzed by the volume and

occupational character of the listings in each intermediary, the sequence
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of use in the two intermediaries ,- and-the lengthof time jobs appear as

open.,

Study Sites

The select'on of study sites was subject to a variety et consider-

ations which included feaSibility constraints as well as the appropriate-

ness and diversity of all releyant conditions.

Scope

\

Of the,12'areas selected .(Table 2-1)/11 incorpor'ated in entire

standa-rd.metropolitam statistical,area (SMSA). Where the'jurisdiction

of the local offices serving the SMSA extended beyond it into territory

with little economic activity, the geographic scope for the study was ex-
,

tended to encompass the local office jurisdiction. It was unfeasible to

include the fulTi'SMSA in ong area--Syracuse. For that site, the study

was limited to Onondaga, one of the three counties in the SMSA. ThePort-

land SMSA is as of the study,period and not as redefined in March 1976.

Jobs listed in want ads were located geographically to correspond with

area perimeters.

Characteristics of Study Sites

Three SMSAs were chosen in each Vf four populatiOn ;:anges:

Group A: A million or more.

Group B: 500,000 - 1,000,000

Group C: 250,000 - 500,000

Group D: Under 250,000

As carbe seen in Tables'. 2-1 and 2-2, the areas selected differ

substantially in percentage of minorities, number of'employing units, per-

centage of work force in blue-collar occupations, severity of unemployment,

hourly earnings in manufacturing, and percentage of workers in low-pay and

,low-Status jobs.

The six largest SMSAs studied incorporate 80 percent of the population,

_ -.23 -
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Table 2-1. Study Areas bylopulation and Percent of Racial Minorities,

4

Study area by

size group

..=mr=onr..1.....

Population Percent of racial Population! Percent minority Percent SMSA

of SMSA minority in SMSA' of city in city pop, !,in city

1111i111.11111M0.0001.ms

Group A

Atlanta, Ga. 1,390,164 23/ 496,913 52/ 36%

San Diego, Ca. 1,367,854 8 696,769 11 51

New Orleans, la. 1,045,809 31 593,471 1 45 57

Group B

Dayton Ohio 850,266 .11 ,2431601 31 ,29

') iichmloOdi Va.,/ 518,319 :25 249,621 42 48

Syracute, NOil ' , 636,501 4 197,208 12 )1
(Onondaga County) 427,746

..,,,

.'4 i2P1

Wichita, Ka. 389,352 8, 276,554 11 71

Des Moines, Iowa 286,101 5 200,587 6 70

Jackson, Miss. 258,906 37' 153,964 59

Group D

ita Rosa, Ca, 204,885' 3 50,006 2 24

Iland, Maine 141,625 1 65,116 Is 46 ':.

Boise, Idaho - 112,230 .1 74,990 1 67

,

y Though the population of thr6 Syracuy SMSA fa is in this groupo decision was made to limit the

oundaries used in this study to Onondaga County only, which has a population ofi427,746, Y.

NOTE: The census, designation "racial minorities" excludes liersons of Mexican or other. Latin origin.

SOURCE: 1970 U.S. Census
fp



Study areas

arranged by

size

Table 2-2. Economic Characteristics,of Study Areas

Number of Percent 1970

employing . :cemsus employs.

units sent in blue.

covered colllt occu-,

(1974)

Industries, with Unemployment. Hourly,

unusually high ratel'1974 ,earnings of

employment (tom- annual average Mfg wOiersi''

pared to Other : 1970nnual

SMSAs) :
, average

Atlant

San Diego

f.

New Orleans

'Dayton

Richmond

Syracuse (SMSA

Wichita

De's Moines

34,605 30.3% Trade, Trans.

Comm.

22,610 28,8 Government

Services

18,979 32.5 Trans; Comm.

Util. Seriices

12,818 39.5 Manufacturing

9,695 32.0 ConstructtoN

11,010 34.4 ' Manufacturing

7,333 33.0 ianufactuilni

6,896* 28.0 Finance, Real

,,.Estate & Ins.

Jackson 6,050 29.7 Government

Santa Rosa 4,707 1130.1 Agricature

Governmeht

Portland .4,453 34.0 Finalm eal

Estate & los.

Boise 4,827 26.4 A9tulture

Government

Percent' employment
A,

in low-pay, low-

status' occOpatiOnS

(1970 CensOs)

4.9 $4.20 . . 11.2% ,

7.8 4,12 13.4

7.7 '4.42 / 14,8

4.6 5.33,} ICS

3.1 4.18 11.3

6.2 4,75 11,5

4.53 11.7

1 .5,24 r.1 12 4

o

3.22 15.0

.2 4..55 15.2

5,5 3.68 12.6

4.6, N/A it."i %

SOURCE. 1970 U.S. Census; Research and Statistitt
units of,State.,,Emptoyment Services it California, Idaho; 'Ohio,

New York, Mine, Virgiia, Georgia, Mississippillotlisiana, Iowa, nd,Itansat
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4n all the study areas; the combined populations of all U:S. SMSAs with

Population of 500,000 or more represent only 74 percent of U.S. metro-

.politan poPulatiOn. To this degree, the sample tends to overstate"the

case of big cities.

Feasibility Constraints in Area Selection'

The area choices available for study were considerably narrowed. by

"the f011owing concerns:-

1. Newspapers: ,To,avoid the-problem of duplicated ads, we-had

to select areas in which there was either (a) a single daily

newspaper, or,(b) publications which shared the same adver-

tising copy.

2. Central cities: SMSA's with more_than one large-city were

excluded not only because of the multiple newspaper problem

but'also because, the survey,design,would be unnecessarily

complicated if more than one center of job market activity

existed in an area. ,

3. State boundaries: Because the collection of employment"

service data depended upon the use of.tapes Yrowstate-

operated computerized systems, areas were'eXcludedNAlch

crossed state boundaries. ,

4. Malfunctioning or transttory systems: ORC was advised by

the national, offiCefof the EmOloymentand Training Admin.-

istrationegainst selecting those states where, in their.

opinion, the data processing systemS wereMalfunctional

or in transition, thus, creating' problems of unreliable

or'untimelydata.

Selection of Newspapers

Since the'study was restricted to the local labor market, only rews-

papers with a predominantly local. readership were chosen., Publications

such as the Wall- Sfeet Journal, which serve .the nationalMarket,',and

professtorial journals were'nd thcluded.

All.daily-Paperilpublished within an SMSA*ere included: Those that
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'7,
are published less than-' times a week were excluded becaUse the, lapse

of time between the appearance of the job and the stock date decreased the

likelihood that the job.was open. The 19 newspaperg selected are

listed' in Table 2-3. Help wanted ads from 705 editions Were analyzed .in

this study.

Comparability and Integrity of Data

.The `study compares volatile information handled by two very different

Institutional entities. It was necessary to carve out precisely compatible:

perimeter.S ai. guidelines for accepting,:treAting,.and manipulating theOata, .

-The diqtcult: of ensuring a comparable unit of measurement in both ES,,

and the want ads can. be visualized in Figure 2.1. in ES a new JO order is

written for each discrete Occupational code. In the want.ads it.iscustomary

for an employer to use a single ad to list all jobs, but he/she has ;the

option of splitting the ads, and sometimes does. The number of 14luo'etis is

generally unavailable frovthe want ads bedause of the rose of -plurals,

However, the,number of occupations is listed, providing a unit for compar-

ison with ES. '

In this study, eachasgiation listed within an ad was given'a\seParate

'coding line and is the precise equivalent of a it/L911er listed with,ES. Tpe

findings;, represent a comparison of the frequency of all occupational oppor-

tunities available to the .job seeker in each intermediary. For the sake

of brevity,the want'adijsa (as against ad) 'and -the ES 'job'order (as

against maim) are refet:red to.in this report as "jobs" or'nlistings."

Accept-Reject Criteria

-For consittency,Ht was necessary to establish rules fOr determining

at to count As jobs in the two'Antermediaries. The count of job ciders'

in LES and job titles in the help wanted ads was restricted to those-kinds'

of jobs for whichboth operated-as labor exchange.' Listings appearing in

one_mechanism'which were .either barred or inconceivable in the other were

eliminated in order to ensure comparability:of the count.
1



Area Number of
papers

Atlanta

Boise

Dayton

Newspapers Weekly Editions
frequency lin study

Paid Sundayt:
circulation! . =i

2 Atlanta Journal 7

Marietta:Journal 6

1 Idaho Statesman 7

5 Dayton News 7

Piqua Daily Call 6

Fairborn Herald 5

Troy News 6
Xeniatiiette 6

Des Moines 1 Des,,.Moines Register 7

Jackson 1 Jackson Clarion 7

New Orleans 1 Times Picayune, 7

Portland 1 Maine Sun Telegram '. 7

Richmond 1 Richmond Times 7

'San. Diego 3 San.DiegeAnion 7

EScondido Times 6
Oceanside Made 6

. ,.

'Santa Rosa 1 Press DemoCrat 6

Syracuse 1 Herald American 7

Wichita 1 Eagle Beacon 7

-TOTAL 19

39 579,141 /
15 25;288

39 66,417

39

35'
31

35
35

39

223,194
gl 13,000
2"/

21 10,000

480,249

39 114,773.

39 308,474

111,-703

:292,89

27,117
19,403-

56,118

241,396

187,;620

'39

39

'35
35

35

39

39

705

1/ The data for this table, excluding those in
ABC Audit Reports.
I/ Takeh-from information theda ily papers.
undaSf.,editio weekday editions were used

footnote 2/, were taken from

In some cases, theie were no
for the stock study.
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Figure 2.1: Illustration of.Units of Measurement

ABC Company Requires

4 Salespersons
2 Clerk Typists

1 Janitor

As jobs would appear in

ITTIIMIAL1922022111Iin91

ABC Company
No. of openings: 4

Occ: Salespersons

ABC Company
No of openings: 2
Occ: Clerk Typist

ABC Company
No. of-openings: 1

Occ: Janitor

Employment Service

1 gmployer
3 Orders
"7 Openings
3 Occupations

As jobs might appearin
help wanted ads

ABC Company

Saleipersons
Clerk Typists

Jamitor

0

Want ads

1 Employer
1 Ad.

Unknown openings
3 Otcupations*
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0 the newspapers, all ads in all editions were Counted; H-OweVer;

in order to be incorporated into the want ad stock or flow data file by

job title, the following criteria were established, in- keeping with the

profile of the single job seeker.

I. Advertiser: The advertiser of the job had to be the employing

unit. Generally, jobs listed by private employment agencies

or training institutions were rejected since this study is

examining the behavior of local employert in their choice be-

tween ads and ES.

2. Location: To be accepted, the job had to be located within

the geographic boundaries of the SMSA or the jurisdiction of

the local ES office.

3. Other earning opportunities: To be accepted, the listing had

to be for a "job" rather thaw,for types of earning opportu-

nities not accepted as a job by ES in all areas.. Such "jobs"

include recruitment into the armed forces, Peace Corps, or

other semi-volunteer activities, temporary employment agencies;

and commission-only sales 'as'. Employment:services vary in

their practices, and accep ance and rejection of the ad de-

pended upon'the local ES p Ticies in regard to putting such

"jobs" through the compute system.1/

In establishing the want ad fl w file, the same criteria pertained

Iwith one additional reject factor: f the ad appeared in the newspaper

edition the previous day, it was cou teC, but not coded as a nuwlisting.

Employment Service Orde - Accepted or Rejected

Criteria for accepting an ES job listing into the stock file:

I. Order status: The job had o be open and therefore theore-

4cally available to the jo seeker.

2. Location: The job had to b within the SMSA, or the local

ES office jurisdiction.

1/ Many offices display such opportu
into the job bank.

ities b t they.are,not entered



stings for s that would last three days or

less mere rejected since there are no.comparable listings' in

the Wgnt'adt..::

.4. Spedial orders: OppOrtunit'es for enrollment in employment;

and training programs, such \

as work experience, Job Corps,

National Alliance of BilsineOmen, summer youth jobs, on-ihe-

job or institutional training, and so forth, were rej ted

because they are intended f r special or preselecte segments

of the applicant supply whi h have no counterpart in the

want ads.

5. Mandatory listings: Even though they have no clearly identi-

fiable counterpart. in the newspaper, mandat y listing job

orders were accePtedintoiihe ES file bee se they are open

to'everybody. There is/no way.of estim ing the degree to
/

which .the jobs would ye listed with E if there were no man-

datory listing prog5aM. -So that "Or impact on ES could be

understood, they were identified by code,

Criteria fOr establishing the flow/file werethe same. as for the

stock file, except that,-by definition,; only:new jobs dpearing in the-

system during the,foUr-week study'period were inCluded in the flow file.

Problems in Matching Em loyers

.1

Because some want ads do not contain information that identifies the

employer who placed them, it was not feasible to get a complete file of

employers who used both public intermediaries in.this study. However,

by matching telephone numbers of help, wanted advertisers and ES patronizers

it.was possible to identify the majority of employers who used both ser-

vices-in eight of the 12 study areas during October 1974.

The matched employer file represents nearly 100 0-ercent.of all ES

userS.-in the:covered areas but only 68 percent of fhe'want'ad eMploYerS.

We just do not know what proportion, if any, of the remaining 32 percent

of'the,help wanted advertisers also used ES since we do'not'know who' they
are. Nonetheless, the file of "common" or_flmulti-media" employers (i.e.,

those whoused both intermediaries) that were identified afforded a rare

oPPortunity toobserve the recruitment behavior of such employers, including

- 31 -
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77'7,

,,their differential treatment of the two intermediarfes.

Slippages: The job marketitself is highly volatile. Jobs open

indcloSe within hours. It must always be assumed that there is a-time

lag between the actual status of a job and its appearance or disappear-

ance from either mechanism. For example, jobs,remaining in either system

through two stock periods could be counted twice, just as an old job

could reappear and be counted as new. The same script could actually

describe two different jobs. Two papers in an area could carry the same

job. Advertisers could limit themselves to Sunday only. Some offices,

mail their orders to the Job Bank. Some newspapers require that ad script

be submitted by Thursday for Sunday printing.

Most of the. possibilities for slippage were pursued, tested, sampled,

and quantified during the study. Altogether, the:factors proved to be, in-

significant in the face of the large data base. In addition, they tended

to equalize one another. Slight over- or undercounts in. ES listings

inevitably found their counterparts in want ads. As a result, ORC came

to the conclusion that the data were firm and did not require additional

correction or adjustment,



TE1140)i-ARIES-

Having' Sketched, the scope and indicated the methodology of this study

we turn flaw to a'closer:look at the two intermediaries that were studied

with particular emphasis on the process of order taking at both the news-

paper classified ad desk and ES in order...0 illustrate those elements that.

might influence employer decisions in selecting a recruiting channel. In

all 12 areas, the employee needed only to use the telephone to pace a Waft

ad or post an order-with ES. This analysis then is focused on hOw each.of

.the two institutions deals with the telephonem611, how it is taken, who.

takes i,t, What .happens to ft, and:how it is presented to the public.

Calling the Employment Service-"

Any employer who telephones his job, opening to any employment service

.7

4

!installation is asked to give *almost exactly the same type' of information

. and is generally 'bound by the same restraints and the same policies of

acceptance or rejection anywhere in the United States. If the job is dis-

played, theninformation is presented in exactly the same format as every

&ther job displayed.
.40

Staff uses uniform job order forms, which require the employer to

provide information identifying (1) the firm or individual, (2) the activ-

ities, (3) the location of the job, (4) the conditions of work, including

wages and hours, and (5) a job description and the skills, knowledge, and

abilities required.

Interviewers taking the order, in whatever setting, are trained in

occupational analysis and,the use of the Dictionary of Occupational Titles

(DOT), and the Standard Industrial Codes (SIC). Enough information is

extracted from the employer about the specific tasks involved in the, job *

to enable the' interviewers to assign an.occupational title and a six (some-

-times nine) digit occupational code in accordance with the dictionary; The

titleassighed by the interviewer may be more specificor different from

the title used by the employer. Thus, "clerk" becomes either "sales clerk"
.

H
0Or clerk-typist, "Management trainee" is apt to become 'salesperson."

1/ The ensuing discussion is a synthesis of 'interviews conducted with
ES staff, combined with printed material provided to ORC staff.

-33-
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ery ewer a¢ extracts enough information out' thecompany

to 'assign an industrial code.

For,placement action, the distribution of the order followS the par-

ticular path prescribed by the organizational tructure and policies of the

local ES. Where the 'order is taken by a cen ralized order-taking.unit, the

information is entered into the Job Bank s stem to be dispersed to various,

local offices and possibly to community rganizations, usually on the

fOlowing day. If it is the policy of the area or state to display the

jobs to the public, a suppressed copy (omitting employers denttfying infor-

mation) is made available for public scrutiny by microfiche and viewer; from

which, job seekers select job listings. The interviewer has the unsuppressed

information available, and provides it to the applicant when a referral is.

made.

In some areas, the process is reversed. The order is taken in the

local office and copies are then sent to Job Bank for display in other

offices and for statistical count. Placement interviewers andveterans'

representatives also search the applicant file for appropriate referrals.

In some areas (though none in this study), the first-cut matching of people

to jobs is coMOuterized.

To be exposed to:the' job, the job seeker must go to the local office

initially. The job appears as an,open order within the systurand.therefore

is available to the job seeker until it is plated on hold, filled, or can-

celed. Changes in job specification are often made during the life of the

order. The flow of referrals to the employer is controlled in accordance

with the employer's wishes.

The process of calling an order to ES often aids employers to, better

organize.and define their needs.. Order takers are frequently solicited for

assistance in determining prevailing wage rates and the quantity and quality,

of .the applicant supply. The language used on the order is totally con-

trolled by ES interviewers who are normally trained to insist on Specificity

and fullness of detail.

Interviewers are prohibited by.law and.Oolicy from.accepting job

orders when the employer designates.a racial,'seXual,:or age bias., .:Jobs /%

are refused if they involve.a fee or 'investment by the job seeker, if- they.

are in an establishment that is on strike, or if there is-evidence that

the activity is illegal or immoral*dr that the.tnformation offered is untrue.
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Calling the Want Ads"

In contrast, employers who telephone ti, r vacancies to the news-

'paper:,classified advertising department retain almost complete control

of the'job information offered and the format for its display within the

ad. The one consistent prerogative of the newspaper is the determination

of the ad's location within the want ad section. The ad takers often do,.

offer the employer advice and assistance with wording and abbreviations but,

'being untrained in Occupational definitions and job descriptions, they

attempt only the most minimal manipulatidn of content. Thus, employers-are-
,

generally .free to assign any title they want to the job, to divulge or

scure whatever information they choose. Employers desiring to obscure their

identity completely can rent a newspaper box for written responses to their

ads for $1.50 $3.00 per month.

AS with other advertising, the laws,regading false or misleading

information prevail, but depend upon user complaint for enforcement. Re=

sponsibility for adherence to the provisions of Title VII of the Civil-*

Rights ActIof 1964 (as amended by the Equal Opportunity Act of 1972), are

ambiguous. Newspapers-generally do not want the onus or responsibility for

determining whether ad script does or does not fall within the law. The

industry's own written standards of acceptance are not binding and are

therefore applied in widely different ways among the newspapers studied.

Employers would, however, encounter resistance from nearly all of the
,

papers studied if they attempted to use language explicitly exhibiting

racial bias. On the other hand, though the newspapers might inform em-

ployers of the law, they would
/

generally accept ads with age or sex desig

nations.

Rates are based on the size of the ad and the length f time it runs.

Rates vary from paper to paper but are generally a function of circulation

Volume. The ad taker usually'suggests a "special," a-combination of space

and days whose rate is most advantageous to the advertiser: A large firm,

one with high turnover,or a new firm engaged in large-scale hiring might

take a long-term contract (three months to one year) assuring minimum daily

2/ The ensuing discussion is a synthesisof interviews conducted with
classified advertising managers of the study newspapers, combined with a

scrutiny of printed material provided to ORC staff.
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a comparatively small number of employerS. '
-\

If the advertiser wants an ad to appear in the Sunday paper, he/She

has 'o\phone it in by either Thursday or Friday.. The deadline Tor theA
daily e itions is usually the day before.

The employer havthe right to correct an error in an ad only after

the-first day's appearance. Any change in its script during the life of

the ad involves extra costs. If an advertised job is filled before the

end of the ad contract period an employer can cancel the contract and lose

the financial advantage of the contracted -rate. This is not a frequent

occurrence.

Profile of the Employment Service

Tables 3-1 and 3-2 together provide a statistical profile of the

employment service in the 12 areas.21 'The tables array the characteristics

of the 12 agencies and their activities according to the size of population

served by the offices, frdm largpt to smallest.

An installation of some, kind existed at some point during the study

period in 30 different communities"in the 12 areas.' Eighteen installations

were located in the 12 central cities. Small mainstream offices, sub- and

seasonal offices were located in 18 additional communities. A total of 717

professional staff served the 30 communities.

Labor Exchange Variables in the Employment Service

Almost universally, local office administrators who were interviewed

bemoaned the loss of "personalization" in/dealing with the employer, which

they attrib ed to the advent of Job Bank and centralization of order taking;

The constant a mintStrative reorganizations and revised procedures typical of

many areas appea ed to revolve mainly around the apparently unrecognized

3/ For readers who re concerned about the adeqdacy of'counting orders

rather than o enin s, Table 3-2 offers some benchmarks and insights into
the relations ip o orders to openings. Though the ratio ranges from 1.4
to-2.5 in the various areas, the average relationship is 1.8 openings for
each order. 0
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/ Discrete 1, Number AI Ratio of population
Area --"Sites=f communities -of staff of area served to staff

Atlanta '..

San biego

New Orleans

Dayton

. Richmond

Syracuse

Wichita

Des Moines

''.4ackson

!,Santa Rosa

-;1Portland

Boise

5 3 '98

9. 7 3

-4 3 10

3 '3 58

2 1. 32

1 1 71

2 2 66.

I 1 35

1 1 63

4 6 18

1 1 26

1 1 20'

14185

.,.

11121

.9774

14660

16197

6025

5899

8174.

.\ 4110

11383

6744:'.'

5612-

1/ Best synthesis possible from information obtained at the.beginning and
end of the study. However, seven of the areas changed local office numbers
and administrative structures during the data-gathering. period.
2/ Installations include offices regarded.as branches of central offices
and the centralized order taking units.

Discrete collimunities were determined merely by the existence of a
separate community name.
1/- Administrators were risked to limit the staffing information to ES
permanent professional - staff funded under Title III.
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.Table 11. Local Office Activities, by Are

New Average Raft() of:

appli- Percent Percent Orders Openings Place-J. openings openiligs to P.40ment

area .cations minority poor l'eceived received mots per order platements per'sta0'.[

Atlanta 10151 46t: 31t 1295 2488 1108. '-'13 212

San:Diego 7705 29, 41 Z224 5637 2133 2.5. 2.6 17'

New Orleans 5067 55 33 1555 3101 2130 2.0 1'.5

Dayton 2625' '22 39 506 895' 363 1,8 2.5

Richmond 2386. 47. 15 765 1563 821: 2.3 . 1

Syratuse 1305 13 9 653 )40

Wichita 1913 '18 '15h

Des Moines .1.447 9

Jaclson 2360' 53

Santa Rosa- 1385 14

Portland
,

724 13 26

Boise 1245 4 7

sy Synthesis of ESARS Tables 7,12, 90 and .91 combining,all repOting



etweenlfiebrOker and 'broadcast roles. Seven of-the112 areas

Underwent significint changes during. the course of the study. These changes,

involved (1) elimination of local offices, (2) establishment,of new,satel

lite offices, (3) changes in the role of the centralized order taking unit,

and (4) reduCtion of community participation.in the Job Bank--all of which

created considerable feasibility problelis in extracting data.

It appeared to us that ES is caught in a tug of war between the'two

models (broker and broadcast). What is more, the agency seemed to be going

in both directions at once. Some of the-12areas were planning greater

centralization and computerization, while others were establishing satellite

offices, decentralizing the ordertaking process, and reestablishing occu-

pational desks.

ORC attempted'to isolate and define the critical StrUctural-forms

which tend.to favor or give rise to one or the other labor exchange. model.,

StrUcture does not initself ensure execution. An office modeled along

broker lines does not ensure a high degree of personalization when dealing

with the 'employer. Other variables may be more significant. Nor is there

cer that-an organizational format favoring an informational labor

exchange, unction would necessarily .preclude personalization or brokering

activity. Individual interviewers throughout the country are forever

engaged in devising ways to undercut or overcome established systems that

tend to interfere with their ability to broker. Neverthelest, the frame-.

work generally tends toward support of one or the other model.
.

The following questions were formulated:-.

1. Who takes the employer's job order? Is it taken by 'the same

staff respOnsible for filling it? Are dealings with the two.

sides of thmarket united or separated organizationally? A

separated structure favors the-informational model. The per-

formance of both functions by one entity favors Abe'broker

. Is there occupational or industrial specialization in taking-

the.job order or the work application? Specialization tends

to favor the broker model. ,

3. What is the relationship between those'staff assigned to

employer'relations and those to order taking and filling?

Is getting "new business" within or outside the matching

- 39 --
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between taking orders and ne;rb ne:.
efforts fivdrs' the broke model

. Are the job orders displayed to the' public? Is there a job,

information service? A public display of all listings ob-

viously is an act of broadcast, despite the removal of em-

ployer-identifying information. A broker model withholds

job information from the job seeker and relies primiirily on

the third-party role for a match.

. What special, programs exist to personalize contact with

employers,and increase their use of the agency?

A model scale of' zero (0) to 10 Was devised with ."0" representin

Pure information model and "10 "" representing the pure broker model, and,

area ,was appraised in terms of the above -questions to test the.100Ct ef-;,

labOrexchange style'on the findings.

All Offices outside, the central cities those- n the.threti:';a
cities ;:in the study.,4Santa.Rosa, Boise, and Portland) 'Olinerallya,i

the broker inodel in 'Xhat the order_ was taken in the" local, office

same,persOry'or. persons WhO .deal with the applicant. .0deuliatio

ization appears .to bettstrictly a function of the volume of orderSAin

of staff: Outside employer.relations are either" condUited

or by periodic visits of interviewers. However, an but one the4ffitilk
'did display the jobs to the public:

The tug of war is most evident in the central city offices Of

ining nine areas. The three largest areas in the studyofferInarkee,4n4i.:#
-

w
trasts, One is a classic example of the infonNition:model- Ode .taking,,

it ..strictly centralized. Thet employer relations unit Is cit*Wide,,a

centraliled., There is no occiipational, special ization,.in-eithei
appiliCation teking. Local offices in the city are discourage

-ing 'Ordert, from employers. Not only.,are jobs open to:4heIngil4O:;,'
sharea with other coninunity organizations. Computerized 4ob,*Oiteflatia. o
i an imminent development.

. ,

The'SeCond of the three large.areas had ,heencast:*V10,Mef0

:tts the first but, in the course of the study, began the OreCeicif'4
centralization and th"e establishment of satellite offices. Wha,:: effect7.

this-has on order taking is not known.
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The third is an almost classic example of the more traditional,'

broker type of installation. Local offices in the city are established

along occupational ines,,,with further subdivisions within the offices.

Orders are taken directly in the same office where the applicants are inter-

viewed and then sent to the Job Bank, tie order taking, however, i5 central-

ized within the local office. The order is not taken by occupational desk

interviewers. Each of the occupational offices conducts its own employer

relations vograms. There is no self-selection process. Job fs.iaii. micro-

fiche are available to interviewers only. Information is not shared with

the job seeker until the interviewer makes the seleclion and a referral is

made

The remaining six areas all seem to slide up and down the scale.

Although all maintain a centralized order taking unit, three have introduced

variations and modificatiOns to create some tie between' the order and

applicationtaking function and to inject some degree of personalization

into the service. For example, ow, area has introduced an account execu-

tive system to service accounts of large employer:,-and act as liaison be-

tween the company and the order taker and filler:: One'of the six had been

advised by the Employer Relations ImproVement Project (conqucted by *een-
:.

leigh Associates) to_ decentralize its operations--:.."

Occupational specialization also reflects uncertainty 'and disquiet.

Four of the'sik areas divide application taking but not order taking occu-

pational4y. One created occupational specialization within the centralized

order taking unit as well as in application taking. The sixth makes no

occupational) distinctions=.

The employer relations interviewers.-re housed in the centralized

order taking unit An most areas, However, .three are participating in the

Employer Relations. Improvement Project which has produced a unique format

for exchange between ES and some local employers, One of the areas has

developed a widespread, highly polished, much emulated multi-media public,

,relations campaign,.

&
lf-PerceptionS in the Employment Service

Local office administrators were asked to impart their views about

their agency, their labor market, and the use of the service by the local
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employers. As previously mentioned, when asked about the impact of the Job

Bank, there was near unanimity in expressions of regret at the loss of

"personalization" in dealing with employers, though Job'Bank was lauded for

other reasons. There was also near unanimity in the view that the small

firm was. the rnrior source of their business, though the mandatory listings

program did bring orders from larger firms. The consensus of local office

administrators held that they were seldom used by the large employers in

the area, especially thoSe with personnel offices. In fact, some managers

considered personnel offices tdbe the most serious competitor to the ES

labor exchange role in their area.-
41

However, in three areas, the respon-

dents maintained that they were used by all employers in the market.

Opinions about the mandatory listing program were about evenly divided

between those who considered it onerous, causing an increase in cancellation

rates and failing to attract new employers--"a paper operation"-- and those

who regarded it as a source of more and better jobs. In one area, the

mandatory program was considered "critical to our operation."

As an interesting insight into self-perception, administrators were

asked to predict which of the two intermediaries- -want ad or ES- -would have

a larger volume of stock and flow jobs.' Almost all anticipated that their

listings would surpass the newspapers in both stock and flow. A few ventured

the guess that ES would have more stock and the newspapers more flow. Only

two individuals were cgnvinced that the newspapers would best ES in all

substudies and in all cases.

Very few of the predictions were accurate.

Profile of Newspapers

The organization of the help wanted columns and their headings are, in

a sense, the map by which job seekers are guided from among the many listings
. .

toward the jobs appropriate to their own skills and needs.

Of the 19 papers, eight list all hel'p wanted ads without division by-

.4/ This impression appears to be in contradiction with findings of the
Camil study and the Nevada Employment Services Potential Project. Both
studies found the reverse to be true. Larger firms with personnel offices
are.more apt to use ES as-a recruitment source than, smaller firms.
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subheads. lh the 11 that do make separations, the nine following headings

are used:

Papers
that use:

11 Sales
11 Employment agencies
5 Domestic (household, private)
3 Clerical (office, secretarial)
3 Medical
3 Professlonal
3 Part -time work
2 Crafts
1 Accounting, data 'processing

occupations, engineer, restaurant,
service, teachers

As can be seen, all 11 use "sales." This not only indicates the volume of

sales jobs but, according to a number of the managers interviewed, also

represents the newspapers' effort to identify sales jobs, because the script

submitted-by the employer often obscured that fact. Although it is illegal,
I

NO newspapers still retained sex-designated headings as of the end of May.

1975.

The heading "Employment Agencies" haS now all but lost its meaning and

may mislead the reader (as it did the coders), because all of the newspapers

in the study, except a minor one, now allow private agencies to disperse

their listings throughout the columns. The presence of ,gyp "Employment

Agency" heading may lead to the assumption 'that all fee-charginn agencies

are relegated to that heading.

While eight of the papers declared that as a

the employment agency must identify itself in the

the study (Mississippi) had not passed any laws

ment agencies. The newspaper columns of that ar

Nearly 63 percent of the: .total help wanted ads

by private employment agencies. In.a number\Of papers, the agency identi-

fication may read"Charlies," rather than "Chiarlte's-.Employment Agency."

Ihexperienced job hunters may not know thatkalikeig "Charlies" involves pay-

ment of a fee.

A number of classified ad managers were concerned about ads for sales

and business opportunities, what one manager called "disguised pyramid

selling and undisclosed investment requiremehts." In their view, such ads

m tter of policy and law,

, at least one state in

r gulating private employ-

a clearly reflected this.

in that paper were placed
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did not belong in the "help wanted" columns. Examples were offered such as

the use of "management-trainee" to disguise a vending machine operator route

which involved investment and "vacuum cleaner repairs" disgUising a vacuum

sales job. In fact, the term "management-trainee" is regarded in the in-

dustry as the near equivalent of an effort to obscure the actual tasks of

the job. Two papers placed such ads in "Business Opportunities" or "Franch-

ises."

Classified managers of five newspapers declared that they had no rules

of acceptance--it was up to the advertiser. On the other hand, five news-

papers required that the advertiser define the method of compensation--

whether it be salary or commission. Three papers went further by requiring

that.ads for "commission only" sales be required to include the name of the

company and the product to be sold. Of the five, two had additional rules

governing the You can earn $20,000 a year from your own home" type of ad.

The rules requiredthat the earning opportunities, be more factually des-

cribed, and the paper provided examples of acceptable and unacceptable

wording.

Two different papers had policies against including armed forces

recruitment ads in help wanted "columns.. Two refused to list "work at home"

ads. One required that the sex of the advertiser be defined in the "live-

-in" ads, and another paper set conditions under which modeling ads are

accented.

There is considerable variance among the papers in the order by which

ads appear in the columns. To the job seeker, guides are helpful--either

occupational or alphabetical--to narrow the search, especially in papers

with 10 and 12 pages of help. wanted ads. In those papers that list'alpha-

betically, by occupational title, advertisers, particularly private agencies,

strain credulity to find an "A" title for a job so the reader will see it

early.

Five papers have no order of any kind. The size of the ad determines

its position. Three papers alphabetize by the first' word of the script, and

do not insist on an occupational title. Since only the advertiser and want

ad taker know the script, it is obviously not designed to help the job seeker.

Two papers alphabetize by c-cupation, insisting that all ads begin with an

occupational designation. The three papers which use a large number of

occupational headings depend mainly on the headings to .direct the job seeker.
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The Ad Universe

The composition of the help wanted columns and the number and types

of ads scanned in each area in the course of the periodic and daily job

search can be seen in Tables 3-3 and 3-4. Overall, our job seeker would

be exposed to a total of 204,427 ads, of which 62,316 or 30.5 percent met

the acceptance criteria of this study.

Rejected Ads

In keeping with the composite profile of a job seeker, ads were re-

jected that were not placed by the employer, were offering jobs outside

of the area, or displayed earning opportunities that did not appear to be

"jobs." In the daily search for work during the flow month, the job seeker

would also reject ads observed and perhaps answered the day before.

As can be seen in Table 3-4, 33 percent of the rejected ads were

repeats from earlier editions. Nearly 20 percent were rejected because

they emanated from private employment agencies, and almost 12 percent were

ads for jobs out of the area. 'However, private agencies occupy one-third

of the space on Sundays andilanother third is taken up with national ad-

vertisers to recruit for national and regional markets. Only one-third

of the space on Sunday in metropolitan newspapers belongs to the local

employer.'

Sunday to Weekday Comparison

The differences in volume and composition between the daily and Sunday

papers were revealed by removing the data from the Sunday editions in the

flow study, leaving only the dailies. In Table 3-5, it is clear that the

nature of the columns changes-considerabb. II fact, the job seeker would

need to ignore 45 percent of all the ads in the Sunday'papers in order to

concentrate on the local employer job market.. In the daily editions, about

72 percent of the ads are local employer-placed listings.,Though the daily

5/ John Walsh, Miriam Johnson, Marged Sugarman, Help Wanted: Case Studies
of Classified Ads (Salt Lake City: Olympus Publishing Co., 1975)
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Table 3-3. Ad Volume from Flow and Stock Study Sources for Areas --

Study Areas Arranged by Size

Ad volume Ad volume

Total ad volume examined

(from stock and flow)

IIStudareastockstliy,studNumber Percent

Atlanta 16,987 23,459 , 40,446 19.8%

San Diego 10,552 17,386 27,938 13.7

New Orleans 11,130 18,133 29,263. 14.3

Dayton 4 846 11,524 16,370 8.0.

,Richmond 8,993 14,651 23,644 11.6

Ayracuse 3,959 5,522 9,481 4.6

Wichita 4,172 9,151 13,323 6.5

-Des Moines 7,,824 10,694 18,518 9.0

Jackson 4,772 7,347 12,119 5.9

lanta Rosa 1,339 2,329 3,668 1.8

Portland 1,580 2,479 4,059 2.0

1,941 1,657 5,598 2.7

4411 areas combined 78,095 126,332 204,427. 100.0
,
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Table 3-4. Disposition of Ad Volume
by Acceptance-Rejection

Over All Areas
Criteria

Number Percent

Total ad volume examined for all areas
(from stock and flow) 204,427 100.0%

Ads rejected by job seeker:

Flow repeats 67,520 33.0
Private employment agency 39,391 19.2
Out-of-area or location unknown 23,924 11.7
Non-job earning opportunities 11,276 5.6

Ads accepted by job seeker 62,316 30.5

Table 3-5. Comparisons of Sunday to Daily. Want Ad Sections- -
Average Day, all Newspapers Combined

Type of ad

Suntlay 1/
2/Dailies

Single Sunday Average Single Daily Average

All papers Percent All papers Percent

Totals 6,509 100.0% 4,329 100.0%

Ads by employer- -
local jobs 3,588 55.1 3,099 71.6

Ads by private
employment agency 1,631 25.1 587 13.6

Out-of-area jobs 938 14.4 399 9.2

Non-jobs, 352 5.4 244 5.6

1/ This represents the 12 Sundays in the stock study.

2 Based on newspapers for 24 days in October 1975, all Sunday editions
excluded.
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paper is more reflective of a local labor exchange and the job seeker would

have a much easier time locating the local employer-placed job, the Sunday

want ads would contain about 16 percent more local employer-placed jobs

than a weekday paper.

While the differences in occupational composition of want ad stock

and flow are generally slight, differences in the occupational mix of

locally placed job titles between Sunday and weekday editions are more pro-

nounced. The Sunday papers expose the job seeker to a higher proportion of

professional, clerical, and sales jobs than do the weekday editions. On

the other hand, he daily papers have a higher proportion of service occu-

pations indicat g that employers with openings for domestic and restau-

rant work, for example, would be less inclined to delay broadcast of the

opening until the Sunday edition. This also bears out another rather sur-

prising insight; more ads make their initial appearance in the daily edition

than in the Sunday one. Nearly 60 percent of the ads appear first in a

daily edition.

There is a marked contrast between areas in the degree to which

private agency ads dominate the want ad columns. To some extent, this may

be attributable to the differences in regulatory legislation in those states.

Mississippi is one of three states in the nation which have not enacted some

type of laws to regulate the activities and advertising practices of private

employment agencies; over 62 percent of all the ads in Jackson, Mississippi

are placed by private agencies. On the other hand, the current regulations

in Kansas prohibit agencies from charging a placement fee to the applicants- -

only, the employer may be charged; in Wichita, only 2.8 percent of the ads .

were agency-sponsored.

1
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. VOLUME:GFIMPLOYMENT SERVICE AND WANT AD LISTING

This chapter compares the volume of want ad and ES jobs. The volume

will be measured in three categories: (1) stock--the jobs listed in ES at

the beginning of the month, after the purge of "dead" listings, and the

jobs displayed in the Sunday want ads nearest the first of the month; (2)

flow--the new job offerings in ES and want ads, subsequent to the stock

listings in both channels, for four weeks 'in October 1974; and (3) October

jobs--the sum of the stock and flow jobs during that month in both agencies.

We will be concerned with the total number of jobs offered by both systems

in their joint domain and the relative share contributed by each mechanism.

We will also examine volume variations among the 12 'areas studied, the

effects upon ES of the Federal Contractors Job Listing program, and the

differences in length of time jobs are displayed in both systems.

Overall Comparisons

The job seeker in a position to examine the total 12-month stock of

job listings in both ES and the want ads in all 12 areas would have been

exposed to a total of 99,869 jobs. Using both intermediaries daily through-

'out October in all areas, the person would have seen a total of 39,728

listings (initial stock plus new job flow). These li'tings barely exceeded

the, number of new applicants, 38,979, that were registered at ES aloneduring

that month. In turn, this number of new ES applicants may be compared with.

the total of 12,792 ES listings during that same month. To exacerbate the

intensity of competition for jobs that is suggested by th-ese figures,

approximately two-thirds of the ES applicants would also have been scrutin-

izing the want ads for jobs)! (There is no way of identifying the number

of individuals who sought jobs through the want ads but did not use ES.)

The job seeker using the two intermediaries for one day a month over

the year would have found that ES, overall, had approxiMately the same in-
.

ventory or stock of jobs as the want ads. Assuming the 12 areas studied

to be reflective'of metropolitan U.S.A., ES expotei the.job seeker, on the,

first day of the search, to about .1 percent of the inventory in the ES/WA

1/ John Walsh, Miriam Johnson, and Marged Sugarman, Help Wanted: .Case Studies

of Classified Ads (Salt Lake City: Olympus Publishing Co., 1975), p. 49.
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market (Figure 4.1). The want ad's, however, capture 67.8 percent of all

the job opportunities during October and 75.9 percent of the hew job's

following the initial stock. The flow of new jobs during the month rep-
_

resents 30.8 percent of all want ad listings (12 months' stock and the

October flow), while ES flow represents only 11.9 percent of all ES listings.

Figure 4.1. ES and Want Ads Market Share, All Areas Combined

Relative shares of total
of 99,869 stock jpbs

ES SHARE
51.1% WANT AD

SHARE
49.1%

T

Relative shares
of total of 39,728
October jobs

WANT AD
SHARE

67.8%

ES SHARE
32.2%

Relative shares
of total of 28,566
jobs in flow only
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After examining each source on the first day of the month, the job
seeker would be exposed to only 1.2 additional jobs during the remaining
27 days of the flow period for each job lristed at ES A the first day.
However, in six of the study areas, only a fraction of a new job for. each
one seen on the first day would become available during the month. A job
seeker in those communities might well becom discouraged and conclude that
repeated visits to the local ES office were unproductive since so many of
the same jobs would remain on view compared to the new ones. By reading the
want ads daily, the job seeker would be exposed to 4.2 new jobs in the
remaining 27 days for each job seen the first day (Figure 4.2).

On any average day during the study year, d total of 4,251 job orders
could be found in all of the employment service offices in the 12 study
areas; on an average Sunday, there would be 4,060 listings in all the news-
papers, (Stock + 12). In the course of a single average working day
during the test period, all ES installations combined would, receive an
inflow of 344 new job orders, (Pure flow + 20 working days), but in an
average publishing day during the October test period, all of the news- .

papers combined would receive 774 new listings, (PUre flow + 28 publish-
ing days).
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Figure 4.2. Comparison of the Publjc Intermediaries' Initial Stocks

to Th6ir Subsequent Rim of Jobs in October 1974.
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Area Differences in Employment Service Share

Generally, ES is relatively stronger in the smaller population areas,

.whereas the want ads are relatively strongerin the larger population areas.

In the seven smallest population areas, ES stocks are larger than want ad

stocks. In the five largest population areas the reverse is true (Figure 4.3).

Also, in a majority of the seven smaller areas (and in none of the five

largest), ES exceeded the want ads in October job listings. However, want

ads exceeded ES in pure flow in all areas except Santa Rosa. Population

size seems to be a significant variable in accounting for differences in

the relative strength of ES compared to want ads.

Population size, however, does not necessarily determine the relative

volume of job.offerings in the joint ES/WA market. For example, in combined

ES/WA stocks, Des Mines and Wichita exceeded three areas with larger pop-

ulations and exceeded two of those three areas in the combined volume of

October jobs. Boise did better in both departments (stocks and October

listings) than two:more populated areas. Similarly, Richmond's job total

for both systeMS in combined stocks and October listings exceeded that of

more heavily populated Dayton, and New Orleans outdid more heavily populated

San Diego in the same measures (Figure 4.3).

(Whatever might be implied about ES performance in the 12 areas,

is, of course, based on data gathered in 1974-75, and does not reflect such

changes as might have occurred since that time.)



Figure 4.3. Stock and October arms in the Employment Service and Want Ads

by Area (Areas ale,uged by population size)
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ferehces

Ind search for possible explanations of area dfferences in' the ;E

share of theES/WA matket, almost 30 variables with related hypotheses. w re

tested. These variables encompassed local environmental factors (economi

and demographic), characteristics of the newspapers and of ES.

Stepwise multiple regressiiin techniques were used in testing each

''104er's relationship to the ES.Shire of stock and -flow in the ES/WA marke

The ratio of ES staff to area population was the factor found to have the

strongest degree Of'associationwith the ES share ofstocks: 'area ES

units with a larger population to be served per staff:Person had a smaller,

share of the periodic stock of jobs. A correlation coefficient of 0.784

was obtained for this relationship. This suggests that staff time is focused

more on servicifig the flow of applicants and leSS,on filling the orders

and/or clearing them out .of the system's;

The factor found to have the greatest association with area ES share

of the flow of new jobs w.ts the percent of 1970 .census employment in "low-

ipay, low- status occupations."±I defined as non-farm laborers, farm labOrers

and foremen, cleaning and food service workers, and private household

workers. The correlation coefficient obtained for this relationship was

0.8344 This factor also proved to be.a significant labor market variable

affecting. ES productivity in a significant earlier study.-
3/

The larger-
,

the 'Concentration of such jobs in the local area, the greater the ES share

of the flow' of riP.: jobs into the ES/WA market. The importance of such jobs

to ES can be seen in the analysis of occupationi in the ensuing-chapter.

When the percentage of 1.970 employmen't in low-pay, low-status occu-

pations was contained with t40 other factors--the ratio of locally placed

ads to local employing units, and the size of the area' population served

by each ES staff member/o analyze the strength of their Combined associa-

'tion with ES share of flow, a multiple correlation coefficient of 0.941

was obtained.

2/,..SumMary Maripower.Indicators (Berkeley: 'U.S.. Department of Labor, Em-
pl4merrt. and Training Administration, Lawrence 'Laboratory, NoveMber 1972).
1/ -Labor-liarket Variables Affecting ETplument Service Productivity
(Berkeley: Center-767-APplied Manpower. ReSearchiTiCaiTIWT77
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2;7117;71 hat ES- 6-aT ave' h '9 er-,share
-

nn9 n

ES/WA Jobs ill 'ark area Whenever there is:

1. A relatively high Proportion of "low-pay, low-status" jobs;

2. slow ratio of4ipcally placed help wanted ads to local em-

ployment units;

3. A relatively 'small population to be served by.each staff member.

All but 11.5 percent of the variability among ES units in the share

of ES/WA job flow can be explained by differences in these three factors.

Only the last factor, Iserkierstaffroulatiornember, is in. anyway with-

in the employment servIce's span of control. Even then, control over the .

. purse strings lies ultimately in the hands of Congress.

The finding with respect to the size of ES staff in relation to the

work load coincides with a similar finding by the Nevada Employment Service

. Potential Project (ESP). 111 that study, a highly significant factor

affecting the penetration rates of different local offices was the density

of ES staff per 1,000 potential new hires. Without a doubt, the single

most significant yardstick for measuring and comparing performance between

:areas In the ES system would be the court of new hires for which ES has a

potential. lt,is unfortunate that ESP data in all 12 areas is not available

for this study.-

Effect of Mandatory Listings

Jobs compulsorily listed with ES by government contractors in com-

'pliance with federal regulations expand both the stock aid flow of jobs in

ES. Out of a total of 45,804 job orders in ES perlodic(stocks to which

the job seeker would have been exposed across 11 areas; 9,802 or 21 per-
.

/ 4
cent could be attributed to the mandatory listings program./..Li However,

mandatory listings cistitute only 11.5 percent of the inflow Of new jobs

(721 out of 6,080,,

Patently, the impactor mandatory listings is likely to be greater

in areas. where government contractors are relatively more numerous: Thus,'

In Dayton mandatory listings account for 34.1 percent of flow, and in Santa

y All data for Syracuse excluded becairse mandatory, listings data could
not be tabulated for ES in that area without extraordinary expense. All

ES stock data missing for Local' Office 2005 in Dayton due to administra-
tiye error,
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01:3 'percent.

Duration ofJob Listings in the Employment Service

The classified adimrtising managers interviewed for this study

estimate the average duration of a help wanted ad at between three and five

..days, and .61 percent.of the ads studied w r list for betWeen

two and 'five days.

In ES, where there is no requirement for cash payment to constrain

the duration of job listings, two other factort determine how long'a job

is listed: (1) the time it takes to fill a job; and (2) office housekeeping.

The last refers to the dispatch and thoroughness with which the status of

the order it verified and the order removed from the. system if no longer

open. This requires frequent tact with the employer which, depending

upon staffing, is not always feasible.

ES statistics'on duration of listings are limited to frequency of

jobs open. more than 30 days and over 180 days, in comparison to total open-

ings. ES staff were able to make only rough guetses as to the average

duration of a job order. Ideally, an assessment of average job duration

in IS would require the inclusion of ESARS statistics as well as study data.

The unavailability and incompatibility of some of the ESARS data tested

resulted in our. retreat to a formula based upon study data alone.

The average daily duration of an ES listing can be expressed as the

average dail), stock of listings divided by new job inflow per day during

the flow period. Expressed as a formula, it looks like this:

Average order Avera e da 's stock
duration New job n ow per day

An average 12 combined month-end stocks
day's stock 12

where

t,

New job in-
flow per day

Pure flow
Number of workdays in 'pure flow period

Using the formula, we derive the following table of average duration of

display for the area employment service units studied.
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As Table -4 -1 indicate,. the Wichita. ES kept its orders Open.far longer

than the. other units studid. On the other. band, the. San OiegOand JaCkson

ES offices dispose of their job orders almost as quickly as thenewspapers

close out their ads.. If ES administrative practices artificially extendi

job order life are accepted as a .7,1rt of the average order duration, t

the average duration' of an ES Mainstream order across all areas stud d is

.2 working days, This means that ES holds'the Rterage job order ver

three weeks before it is filled or canceled. Partly as a result/6f admin-

istrative practice, ES job orders are displayed over three timed/as lono as

the average want ad.

It is evident that local ES installations holding job orders open

a relatiVely long time are also the same areas that close very few of. their

job orders during the 28 day test period. Wichita, with -an estimated.

average order life of well over a month, closed less than 8 percent of the

job orders it received during October 1974. The Richmond ES closed an even

smaller proportion of its job orders--less than 6 perCent.

On the other hand, ES units with a relatively short av4.ge ordere.X

life closed most of their new job orders by the end 6ffhe period:. as can" -

be seen in Table 4-1. Santa Rosa filled (or canceled) 83 perCent of the job

orders it received during the four-week period; New Orleans closed 75 per-

cent of its new jobs. San Diego, Portland, and Jackson ES units were nearly

as active, closing between 66 and 69 percent of their new orders.

The reltive efficiency of,theSe five units can be attributed to the

high .percentage of job orders closed by them within one day of their. re-

ceipt.' These jobs, commonly referred to as "in and out" orders, are gen-

erally associated with occupations which require quick response, and are

either filled or canceled within.a day. However, they also represent a

frequently encountered practice whereby interviewers withhold the job order

from Job Bank until a suitable referral has been made, thereby reporting

the opening and closing at the same time. The New Orleans ES closed 53

percent of its flow of new orders within one day; Santa Rosa, 42 percent;

Portland, 41 percrnt; Jackson, 37 percent; and San Diego, 10 percent in

that period. None of the others filled as many as 6 percent of its new

jobs in one day, and two area units closed.not a single job order in one

day. This wide yariatiK between areas in the length of time jobs stay

open and in the percentage of. in and out reflects the operational
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Table 4-1. *Average Duration of Job Orders both Received
and Closed Within the Flow Period.

tg

Estimated average
total duration

(workdays)

Duration of job orders received and
closed in October

Average duration of
Percent of total those received and
received and closed closed in October
by end of month (workdays)

Wichita

Richmond

Des Moines

Atlanta

Dayton

41.1

24.5

23.4 ,

23.3

16.5

7.7%

5.7

24.2

25.2

1130.1

8.5

9.0

12.1

11,2

119.9

Syracuse 15.1 46.7 10.7

Boise 14.3 53.9 9.5

Portland 13.2 68.1 6.0

New Orleans 8.2 75.2 3.4

Santa Rosa 7.5 83.0 2.7

Jackson 5.5 66.0 6.3

-San Diego 5.0 68.4' 5.8

Overall
average 16.5

1/ Data for Local Office 2005 missing.

differences that are prevalent from area to area.

It is the long duration of ES job orders that gives ES a slightly

higher proportion of the stock of ES/WA jobs, while the want ads excel in

job flow.

,
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Briefly, then, the two mechanismis together form a large, discrete.

public market which is highly competitive.' The' want ad,share of that

market, as-expressed.by the. relative frequency with which.employers' select,

it, jSAhree times larger than ES share.." On initial .contact, bowever,the

job seeker would be exposed to approximately the same number of listings in

each. Jobs remain open in ES approximately three time longer than in the

WA system, on the average, though areas differ widely in the length of time

jobs last. Area differences in ES share of the market 41 strongly associ-

ated with population size, with ES commanding a laiter-Olare.of new jobs in

smaller markets generally. Areas with a higher proportion of 1970 employ-

ment_in.low-p_ay occupations, a relatively small population to be served in

proportion to ES staff and a lower ratio of want ads to employing units.

would provide ES with a bigger share of newjobs.

The impact of mandatorily listed orders on ES share is strong in

stock,meaker in the flow of new jobs.
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OCCUPATIONAL COMPOSITION OF :ES/WA JOBS

This chapter analyzes the occupational composition of jobs listed

With ES and the want ads. -Similarities and differences between the two

intermediaries in occupational terms are examined, as is the difference

in these terms between ES stock and flow. The impact"of mandatory list

ings upon ES .occupational offerings is assessed.

Employment Service Versus Want Ads

Ih a first glance at a tabulation of occupational composition (first-

digit DOT) of the job listings in the employment service and the want ads,

one is struck by the similarities (Table 5-1). "Service" topS all other

occupational fields in our three categories (stocks, flow, and October

jobs), in both systems. "Clerical" holds the second spot across the board,

except in ES periodic stock. Column, where it is nosed out by 41professional-

technical-managerial." 'Only in the third and fourth places do differences

become pronounced.. At these levels, "sales" are strong in want ads, whereas

"structural" and "miscellaneous' are strong in ES.

Largely, but not entirely, due to the volume of "sales' listings,

want ads hold a significant edge over' ES in a generic "white-collar" class-

ification (the sum of "clerical," "sales," and "professiOnal-technical-

managerial"). Conversely, ES gets a significantly higher proportion of

"blue-collar" jobs than thelant ads do.

If one peeks under the single-digit designatiOn to the more speC'ific

two-digit descriptions, more differences emerge./For %ample, "service"

blankets a good many janitorial ,jobs. in ES and a much laver percent in- the

want ads. In the want,adt,'ir;bfesfional-technical-managerial" most' often

covers medical and health occupations, whereas in ES the same label most

often covers architectural and engineering jobs.

A finer-occupational breakdown (to three-digit DOT) tells more about

the opportunities that are predominant in the two systems, At the thile-

digit level, an occupation that accounts for at least 2 percent of the .

stock can be said to provide a 'high volume of opportunity. As can be

seen in Table 5-2, ES contains ten high-volume occupations (representing

27% of stock) and the want ads contain nine (representing almost 30% of
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Table 5-1. :First-Digit DOT OccuPatten0

(RInked by lierceP49e share of total)

7E

StoCh

Rank 51 013

1 Service

(21.1)

2 Prof-TechMgr

(17.0)-

3 Clerical

(16.31

4 Structural

(11.1)

5 Machine Trade

(10.5)

Sales

( 9.7)

Miscell'aneous

(

Benchwork

(

FarmForest,

Fish

( 1.3)

10 Processing

( 1.2)

11, 'Occ. Unknown

(0,4)

Pure flow

6 384

Service

(30.0)

Clerical

(20.8)

Miscellaneous

(l2.3)

Structural

( 9.6)

Prof-Tech-Mgr

(7,8)

Sales

( 6.6)

Machtne Trade

( 5.5)

Benchwork

( 3.4)

Farm, Forest

Fish

( 2.1)

Processing

( 1.4)

October jobs

12 781

Service

(27.0)

Clerical

(17.5).

Structural

(11.34

OcC, Unknown

(1,5)

,Miscellaneous

(11,3)

Prof-Tech-Mgr

(10.2)

,Machine Trade

( 8.1)

Sales

( 7.5)

Benchwork

( 3,4)

Farm; Foreq

Fish

(

Processing

(

Stocks

.48'856.

Service

(23.1)

Clerical

(19.1)

Prof-Tech-Mgr

(18.3).

Sales

(15.8)

,Structural

t6.4)

Machine Trade

Miscellaneous

( 5.6)

0cc, Unknown

a.6)

Benchwork

( 1,8)

Pure flow

21 682

Service

(25.3)

Clerical

(17.1)

Sales

(15.2)

Prof-Tech-Mgr

(15.0)

Structural

(7,2)

Miscellaneos

( 6.8)

Machine Trade

( 5.7)

Occ. Unkno,1

(3,3)

Benchwork

( 1.9)

Farm, Forest

Fish

Processingh

( 0,4)

'.1c4OrAO$

:26 941..

'Service,.

(25.1)

Clerical

(17.7)

Sales

(15.2)

Prof-Tech -Mg

(151)

StrUctUral

(1,2)

MisCella061

( 6.0):

110chinelrade

(i.'5 9)7

Occ ,UnknOw

( 3.2)

'. Benchwork

(4.0)

Farm, Forest

Fish

"( Oa)

PrOcessing

( 0.5)



es'ses and waiters find the largest stock of job listings.in both.
Domestic workers, secretaries, cooks; auto mechanics, and insurance

akesmeiv,all would find more than 2 percent of both intermediaries' job
ocks appropriate to their needs. The want ads manage to display more than
ercent of their jobs in such a way as to effectively conceal their nature.

nother 2 percent specify sales but not what is to be sold. Thus, 4 percent
f the ad titles do not permit readers to match themselves to the job

through personal identification with the work to be done, and tend to attract
the inexperienced persons who find few opportunities in the ads with which
they can clearly identify.1/

Certain kinds of jobs appear in the high-volume listings of one medium,
but not the other. Jobs for registered nurses, for example, are concentrated
in the Sunday want ad sections. 'Accounting clerks, janitors and porters,
clerk-typists, and truck drivers do relatively better in ES.

The following high-volume jobs in the ES/WA stocks are among occupations4

with the largest labor force, according to the U.S. Census: secretaries,
miscellaneous, clerical workers, private household workers, typists, waiters
and waitresses, registered nurses, truck drivers, janitors, and nurses'
aides. However, the census high-volume occupations also include: _teachers,
retail sales, managers, miscellaneous operatives, cashiers, and engineers,
which are not among ES and want ad high-volume occupations. The high-volume
occupaiions they do have in common with the census tendo be higher turnover
occgOations with less attached worke§. In addition, the public domain
listings:;:: verrepresent sales jobs of uncertain income.

CoMparison of Stock to Flow

Because of the relatively short duration of jobs in the want ads, the
occupational profile changes very little between stock and flow. However,
in ES the occupational mix of jobs undergoes considerable change when the
focus is shifted from stock to flow, providing a better picture of what it
s that ES staff must deal with everyday. For example, service occupations,

1/ Only 10 percent of the ads specifically state that no experience is re.quired; see John Walsh, Miriam Johnson and Marged Sugarman, Help Wanted:,Case Studies of Classified Ads (Salt Lake. City: Olympus Publishing Co.!.1975), p. 48.
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,
ThreeDigit Occupation -Codes 'CaPturingMoreJtah,
2 Percent of the Stock and Pure.Flow

(All periods and-areas combined)

6.

Employment Service (Stock) Want Ads (Stock)

Code Title Code Title Frequency.

311 Waiter, waitressl/ 1,978 311 Waiter, waitressl/

313 Cookl/ 1,669 30X Domestic workerl/ 2,224.

620 Auto mechanicl/ 1,501 201 Secretaryl/ 2,151

30X Domestic workerl/ 1,414 288 Salesman, product unknown 1,507

201 Secretaryl/ 1,357 000 Occupation unknown 1,380

219 Accounting clerk 1,340 313 Cookl/ 1,264

381 Janitor and porter 1,271 250 Insurance and real

250. Insurance salesl/ 1,220 estate salesl/ 1,223

209 Clerk typist 1,205 620 Auto mechanicl/ .1,036

90X Truck driver 1,026 075 - Nurse (RN) 1 OX

2Frequency/
TOTAL- 13,971 TOTALS / 14,24.7

Employment Service (Pure flow) Want Ads (Pure flow

Code Title Frequency Code Title Frequency.

30X Domestic worker 528 30X Domestic worker 1,223

209 Clerk typist 293 311 Waiter,. waitress. 1,072

311 Waiter, waitress 261 201 Secretary 766

381. Janitor and porter 252 000 Occupation unknown 715,

219 Accounting clerk 239 288 Salesman, product unknown 657

90X Truck driver 236 313 Cook 544

318 Kitchen helper 228 20X File clerk 512

,92X Packager 176 250 Insurance sales 435

915 Service station
attendant 159

5/
TOTAL- 5,924

922 Warehouseman 157

86X Construction laborer 155

47X Agricultural worker 146

32X Hotel motel maid 138

TOT ik L
4/ 3,188

1 7--Occupations with a high volume of listings in both intermediaries.

2/ Total = 27.4 percent of stock.

3/ Total = 29.2.percent of stock.

4/ Total = 46.3 percent of pure flow.

Sj Total =.27.3 percent of pure flow.



441tiChAre 214:1:Percent of the stock, shot up to'30 'percent of:the-flow.

aCtiVity, while. professional, technical, and managerial occupations - -17 per -

cent of the'stock-,-predictably plummet to 7.8 percent of the flow. Machine

trades, often_involving hard-to-fill, high-skill occupations, move from 10.7

percent Of the stock to only 5.5 percent of the flow.' Miscellaneous ccu-

pations, which include a number of low-skill, blue-collar jobs, are only 7.4

percent of the stock but 12.3 percent of the flow. Clerical occupations

move from 16.3 percent of stock to 20.8 percent of flow. And a higher'pro-

portion of sales occupation is,represented in stock than in flow.

Another important contrast between stock and flow vis a vis the two

mechanisms is that with a few minor exceptions, there were no occupations

in which the volume of new ,jobs was greater in ES than in want In nearly

all of the study sites, the daily job seeker of almost any occupation would

see more new jobs reading the want; ads everyday than visiting the ES .office

daily.

The daily user would experience a considerable change of view abOut an

intermediary, and between the two, in number and kinds of high-volume occu-

pations. The high-volume areas of opportunity at ES increase from 10 visible

on the first day to 14 in the subsequent period, while those of the want ads

shrink.from nine to eight (Table 5-2).

Approximately 46 percent of the new job listings received by ES are

for these 14 high-volume occupations. Occupations high in ES new job volume,

but not in inventory, must have job outflow-so close to new job inflow that

no significant accumulation ofinventory can occur. Employe,perceptions

abouta ready pool of suitable workers from ES for their jobs are clearly

reinforced in these occupations: kitchen helper, packager, service station

attendant, warehouseman, construction laborer, agricultural worker, and hotel-

motel maid.

At ES.there is a pronounced difference in those high- volume occupations

.seen by the daily'job seeker on the first day of search and the new ones

appearing with relatively high frequency in the subsequent period. Only

seven occupations are high-volume in both the initial stock and subsequent

flow: .waiter /waitress, cook, domestic worker, accounting clerk, janitor;

clerk typist, and truck driver. That these jobs are high in both stock and

flow indicates that applicant demand for them is:probably great enough-to

reinforce employer perceptions of the ready applicant pool, but that applicant
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acCeptoiti.of theiLisseTective alloWing:a stock of less destrable:liv4'-

ings to actumulate.

The three occupations with iigh-..volume in initial stOck bUtilot in

the Subsequent. inflow (auto mechanic, secretary,MidinSurance salei) may

accumulate in ES because they take a relatively long time to match. fnsur-

ance sales jobs are usually' of uncertain income and are often kept open

for long periods by the employer.

Stock and flow want ads are affected by the fatt that the former, by

our definitiu, all appeared in a Sunday paper, whereas -the latter also.

appear in weekday editions. Thus, all the factors that influence an employ-

ers preference for Sunday or weekday help wanted advertising enter into the,

differences between want ad flow and stok. Scanning Table 5-2 one can see

that five occupations are high-volume in both the stock and flow ..ofwant ads;.

Two high-volume occupations--auto mechanic and registered ntirse--appear only

in the stock. One may hypothesize that such slots .re relatively more

difficult to fill, and/or that the employer wants a maximum pool from which

to make his selection, and therefore the ads for these jobs are aimed.,

the larger Sunday audience. On the other hand "file.clerk" crops upat a

high-volume listing in the want ad flow, but of in.the-stock. One maY-

hypothesize that such a position is easily filed and does not iequire so

much skill as to make an employer "choosey;" therefore, the employer is not

inclined to spend the little extra time and money.for the Sunday 'cifiOlay of

such an openihg.

Comparison by Areas

AS ceuld have been expected, distinctive economic features produced

distinctive variations in the occupational listings of ES and.the want ads

in the 12 study areas. In agricultural areas, there were more farm jobs; in

indurial areas, there were pore manii`Icturing jobs. What is more striking,

however, is the similarity of high-volume occupations. in all areas, regard-'

less of the economic and industrial differences.

The "waiter/waitress" title was the high-volume listing in ES and

want ad flow of 11 areas, in the want ad stock of all 12 areas, and in ES

stock of 10 areas. "Cook' made it' in the want ad stock and flow and ES stock

of 11 areas, and in ES flow of nine areas.
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airiasi.-!segretary'l Was P.ltighevolusie item in both stock
;cwantjedS,,and in nine areas it was such in'p.stock . "Domestic!!

p:pg as+igh-volinne in the, want ad flow of all 12 ire, in the:want- ad
stock 'of .1.1` -areas, and ES flow of eight areaF.

The Employment Service as a-Secondary Labor Market -Exchange-

ES has-often been referred iO as tre labor exchange for a secondery.

labor markct. The problem n- ascertaining whethe this is so and whether

want'ads share this distinc,ion is confuunded by the problem of defining
which- jobs warrant the sec lindary labor 'market label . Criteria' es tabl ished

by advocates of the secondary labor market concept involve a plethora:-of

qualitative aspects, as well as relatiVc' earnings, which Were not part of
.

our study data.
The one-gOalitati've aspect to gathered for this stiidf which co'

e linked to the seconda4 labor mare is occupational designation. upation
s clearly bi itself not enough to deterldne if a job'1,;. or is. NT the 4.

sicondary:labor market. Nevertheless, certain-. occupation contain

artier proportion of -.secondary labor market jobsthan-::6therst';'!".0singsuch....,,
;:,reatbiting, the U.S '.department of Labor, in preparing- SuMmary Manpower`

stici1.,for-interpretetion. of the 1970 census data, developed .a. grouping
ales! ,glow-ply, leitStatus occupations,, ". ccm i sec on thliasi;:*fi3OCcUpat

e . al one -these ow-=pay,, low-statdt _occupations' include. private hogiiiio
,Vorkers, persons engaged in food service or cloaking; famers and agricul-;

ral -laborers; and none -farm laborers.. Sumary 'Manpower Inditators define

. the proportion of -employment. in 1 ow -pay, low-status, occupations in ,ach'

-SMSA-studied.' Although prov idi to only a poor approximation of the size of

the secondary labor.market in each areas this occupation-based concept is
the one,definition to which our data could be reated..

In our search for factors related to emplOyer Choices in the ES/WA

markets, we found the ES share 6f new job flow most closely and positively
related to the proportion, of low -pay, low-status ,jobs in the area's labor

market.
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In fact, both ES stoa.and flow do. contain a higher proportion of Jobs

in Iwo-pay, low-status occuPottowi than theft want ad cduntePart'i

Ihis finding can be at in part tQ advantage over want ;11

drawing blue-collar and AgriOtural job litings One-guarter the new

rec.etied t;y t th*!' c,otopry,

in t 4fJ perf_et t,#w jwa 1*a) to ttW:, ctItgory,

This is A. far gretnr proportion than wou/4 idicat,'4 by these wxopations

share of to,tal employmem', which ralh4es by Art:4 from :1 tb t percent: In

comparing the ProPortion Of listtwy, in each chae'inel that f4Ws intothe 'low

Pa:iv low-stato categorY. it well to remtimber tnat the volume u neck list-

ngs ii4r;y tht'l wont trg

Thus. 'he absolute nuaber of luw-pay, lbw-7,tuto, isteil in the Want. ao,.

is greater even M.;,,,d5n soch jobs account for largee share'of total E.'4

Ostings,

In the emOoyment lei%ice, the percent of low-pay, GOW-StatkiN jObs is

markediy higher to tlowth,ein s,tock+ -This fact may proVide 4 glimr

into the etent to wnth fg-,iptopTc,nt e staff occiipied daily i.,,oth

handlinl wilnt iI. , they,' a plor percentage of

domestic, 11,5tiet, and ileaning Jan., in f;uw than in stock. This may be

an indication that employers prefer quOJ, reone to the,wal. for 'e

1,61der Sunday broadzast,

Thus the rela0vely hi9h percentage or such jobs lised in the :6/WA

market the relt, of either relatively high turnover In sdch occuOtionst

channOing 'nr 0 OCCUpiitiOnS tO th market in the absenc: of

other inv,rmediares, Or A tomb-6nation of both, .Compared to the larger

s0ere of yacanOes 4,w-pay, New-status occupatiOns; th proportlon

might Indeed prove to 134- evi&nce that tne jobs, which liite7r down into the

EW4A marketple are different kind well as in number.

Cmp,,owrelo;..

A job-17..44t00-4..g: ,.;,nou';4 draw.a ,trger proporton of par

. tAtutAt tc,ta,40,c, wc.56,er'17, to Mdtct, those

oPerorilis 'A4ri? (g.petoe.1, The noi5paper cannot in-WI,

and :Cr.': quickly fynouqii t,,tg compk,t. AiTh ES that can 1W an o.cder,on the day

of :, receipt, As cOli be seen n 4Wie 5-4, 1(0,1-pay, low-status jars



Table 5-3. Percentage of Jobs id low-Pay, Low-Status Occupations
in Employment service and Want Ads Over All Areas

DOW
codes

30X

Low-pai
low-stat4.6,

oi_Lupations

Domestic worker5

faviuyt,ient

Strit,w

2.7;

t loo

Warr

t],tock

41,fa

Ad!-,

Flaw

5.61

31 Restaurant / 4 10,5

38

47X Farm workerfi, 1,3 ?.1 0.5 0.7

599 Process laborer' 1.2 4 0.5

699,, Machine luad, j 0.3 0.4

799 Miscellaneow7.
assemblen CL. 0 0.3

844 Crete worker 9 0.t.) 0.6

86X Cow,truction )400rer 1,5 0.6

89X Structural )abor

915 Service station
attendanl,' 1.5 1.3

919' Teare:5 eid *L7 1.0

.92X Packago-. 1 1
) 0.2

999 miscellaneow.
laborers 0.1 0.7 0.9

TOTA1. 24.9 1?,5 21.2 25.0

co'nveron t,.es were uiell to arrive at occupations.



Table 5-4. Percentage of Employment Service "In and Out" Jobs
Accounted for by Low:Pay wStatus Jobe,1/

Percen/,ioe 4:f .i.J1.6

,r.,,,i-,
j9.!-- Ht,.,,- Cwi.ed in a day

30X 06,7oetlf: workf-fr 15,5';

31 5tawrdnt (.,m,upof.Ir.,w,

Janitor'

?.... 16.0

47". farm .-eiorio.er, :a.6 --i 2.5

699 Machine loddc2r,-.. 2 -., 0.1
,,...,,.. Miscellaneous i.r,se7tier'.. 5 O.!

841 (..'oticrete worker 13 0.9

86X Cortruct)on laborer % 36 2.5

89f Structure 1-lbore/-:
(-) 0.0

,ic-±

9Vi i Tearr6tvr. i 0.5

,.92,1: P4ckager 44
-T, : 0--

.

(499 !IISCeildnoi,i'ld:Juler 9

TOTAL 73371.3 48.8

1464 7 univecie of )obs opened and clos. in one day or 22,1 percent
of flow. fOayton c1 Office 2005 tiara not rIcluded.)

ig.Ccount ft.0" 41;:,,,-cet ,t. of tn JOOS ifeaufmle by thiS study a. re,.eived

anl (1(.)wl tiy E. if) !:,,<Ii;y Study period..

For L n 411 63,2 percent of low-pay, low-status jobs were

closed wilJOn to di in rffiation fe: only 57,5 ;rent of job orders

generally, Joti wer at) le to provAe a suitOle

worr
Thk

70-

:Tob, than for other kind,

over wAnt iv:I!, in drawiw?



ii9ur4;.- 5.1. Occupational Composition of Mandatory Stock
and Nonnondatory

Clerral
occupat ow.

Prof., Tecn,
and Managerial

Occu. (amine
trades

36.4

Strurf4ral

Clecif,d1

occupations

) r.

Mandato ry 13 stings order Nonmandatory or

Occupational Impact of Mandatory Job Orders

The effec' of mandatory I tings upon the occup.:7jonal comPosition,of

F.', orders is clearl evident ;ri figure 5.1. The findings of this study

appear to run contrary to those. of the Baum-1911m4n study that !'there was no

evidence of broaderlog of (Public Employment Service.) activity into more

occupational 3rY)1, within M L establishments."?/

When mariatory 11.stIngs,are viewed frorz the perspective of the per-

centage contribution they make to the volume of job order inventory E5 holds

by occubatonal nrr.op, their irpact becomes clear. Mandatory listings

account for one-half of pres%onal, technical, and manager. job

orders held by ES anl.re lonA-o!4!rter of ItS inventory of clerical,

processIng, awi trdd,. job r., ;lable 5-5). They provide relatively few

sales service, agriculturai or !nicellaneou jobs. Clearly, the occupational

Tr- -john r. and Jos 4.Ph C. .11rnan, "The Impact of Executive Order 11598
upon the Labor Matf Nirformance the Employment Service- t.afayette, Ind.:

Purdue University,, Miaeo, JanLiary 1976).



Table 5-5. Percentage Contribution of Mandatory Listings Program
to Employment Service Stock, by Occupational Field

Field Percent Contribution

Professional, Technical, Managerial
Clerical 26
Sales 10
Service 5
Agricultural 4
Processing 26
Machine trades 29
Benchwork 19
Structural 20
Miscellaneous

profile of ES might be quite different without the influence of this program.

The occupational profile of rnandatorily listed job orders shows a sub-

stantial degree of consistency across all of the labor markets for which

mandatory listing identification was pos'.ible. Professional, technical,

and managerial jobiorders constituted the single largest block of mandatory

listings in six study areas; clerical job orders the biggest block in four

other areas; and machine - trades in the remaining area.'-Servict'oCcupations

amounted'to 10 percent or less in all areas; sales and miscellaneous occu-.

pations to eight percent or less; and agricultural jobs to less than one

percent.
t.

Note on Industry Sources

.

It would have been appropriate to analyze_..and_comparrethe use of ES,

and want ads by thc. different industries. However, in 27 percent of the

want ad listings it was not p:,ssible to ascertain with any certainty the

advertiser's industrial designatioi,. A data gap of this magnitude would

fatally flaw tiny comparative analysis along industry lines.

With the above caution, we did. compile a tabulation of industrial

users who could be identified (to the Se..oiid digit) and who ;Arrnuntad inr

at least two perci of the listings in ES or want ads. A ()lance at Table 5-6

reinforces our cution. Patently, comparisons between the want ads and ES,

as well as the relatives hares of the several industries in the want ad total,
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Table 5-6, Industries Placing 2 Percent or More of Jobs in the ES/WA Market

irliploy2nt Service Want Ads

Stock Flow only Stock Flow only

58 Bars & restaurants 8.1t 58 Bars & restaurants Mt 00 Industry unknown 25.8% 00 Industry unknown 21,51

50 Wholesale trade 5.9 88 Private households 8.3 58 Bars & restaurants 8.1 58 Bars & restaurants 8.7

37 Trans. equipment mfg, 4.8 50 Wholesale trade 6.1 80 Health services 8,1 80 Health services 6.4

13 Business services 4.6 70 Hotels and motels 4,5 88 Private households 4,6 88 Private households ,5.5

35 Manufacturer of

machinery 4.3

13 Business services, 4.1 13 Business services ,4.5 13 Business services 4.1

55 Auto dealers & gas 55 Auto dealers & gas 55 Auto dealers & gas 55 Auto dealers & gas

stations 3,1 stations 3.9 stations 3.6 stations 3.7

Health services 3.6 80 Health services 3,4 65 'Real estate ,3.1 10 Hotels and motels 3,2

63 Insurance companies 15 93 Local governmentl/ 3.3 12 Personal services 3.0 65 Real estate 3.0

70 Hotels and motels 3.2 11 Special trade

contractors 3.1

10 Hotels and motels 2.1 72 Personal services 2.9

BO Education 3,2 53 Department stores 2.1 63 Insurance companies 2,5 59 Miscellaneous

88 Private households 1.8 36 Electrical equipment retailers 2.0

Manufacturers 2.4

11 Special trade 35 Machinery mfgr. 2.3

contractors

93 Local governmentl/

2,8 59 Miscellaneous

retailers 2.3

53 Department stores 2,4 86 Membership

86 Membership Organizations 2.3

Organizations 2.2

12 Personal services 2.1

89 Miscellaneous secs. 2.0

TOTALS 60.0 58,4 66.5 61,0

comparab e group n want as tau anon due to 1 ference n C coy ng use



could be'decisively affected by what is concealed in the "industry unknown"

category. The industrial profile of ES, devoid of "industry unknown" mysti-

fication, seems to corroborate what could have been inferred in general

from the occupational analysis.

Table 5-6 indicates conspicuously that ES hes a greater number of

high-volume industrial listings than the want ads do. To be sure, the

"industry unknown" percentage is large enough so that mathematically it

could conceal a sufficient number of high-volume industrial users of want

ads to balance the ES high-volume list, but this seems unlikely. Thus, the

table seems to corroborate other findings that indicates that ES serves

a wider industrial sector than want ads.

The two intermediaries appear to share the following high-volume

industries in both stock-and flow: bars and restaurants, private households,

hotels and motels, business services, auto dealers and gas stations, and

health services.

Turning solely to ES listings, we find bars and restaurants at the top

of both the stock and flow columns. Private households represent a larger

share of ES flow (8.3%) than of ES stock (2.80. There are 17 entries in

the stock column as against 14 in the flow. Only two entries (electrical

equipment manufacturers and miscellaneous retailers) appear in flow, but

not in stock, whereas the opposite is,true for five industrial listings:

transportation equipment manufacturers, insurance companies, education,

personal services, and miscellaneous services.

Summary

In occupations listedlES and the want ads are, indeed, more similar

than they are different. In both channels service occupations (notably

waiter/waitress and domestic worker) lead all the rest.

Yet, the differences that do exist are significant and place ES some-

what lower than the want ads on the socioeconomic scale. ,lob listings in

both channels contain a higher proportion of "low-pay, low-status occupations"

(as defined by the U.S. Department of Labor), thah obtains in the economy

at large. However, the disproportion is greater in ES than in the want ads:

37.5 percent of ES flow consists of "low-pay, low-status" occupations as

agcust 25 perc.ent of thewant ad flow. Although ES lists a higher proportion
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of such jobs, the absolute number of them offered by want ads is greater

because the total volume of listings is so much greater. The findings

suggest that a sizable share of ES/WA activity occurs in what has been

called the secondary labor market, and that relatively more of ES energy

is expended in this sphere.

Overall and in large part due to the volume of "sales" listings,

want ads lead ES in the proportion of white-collar jobs, where the con-

verse is true for blue-collar jobs.

An examination of mandatory listings indicated that their impact

upon occupational composition of ES offerings was greater than suggested

by prior research. For example, mandatory listings contributed 50 percent

of.the professional, technical, and managerial jobs and 26 percent of the

clerical jobs in ES stock.

Though inconclusive because of missing data, the existing data in-

dicates that both ES and want ads draw heavily from the same industrial

sectors: private households, bars and restaurants, health services,

business services, auto dealers and gas stations, personal services,

and insurance companies.



6. EMPLOYERS USING BOTH INTERMEDIARIES

The objective of this chapterwis to analyze the behavior of employers

who use both mechanisms. The study 'rutinizes employer recruiting patterns

from the vantage point of observed behavior, thus overcoming the possibil-

ities of distortions, misunderstanding, and memory lapses inherent in

survey procedures. It must be noted, however, that the time frame, 28 days,

is comparatively short and as a result, the use of both intermediaries by

an employer during the entire period of recruitment is sharply u ',rctated.

Actions of an employer immediately before and after the study period are

cut from view.

Reordering the Data

The process of matching the ES and want ad files by employer telephone

number and occupational listings reordered the flow data in the following

ways:

1. All transactions by a single employer in either ES or want ad

files were assembled under the employer's telephone number,

whenever a telephone number was accessible. This conversion

produced a file of employers who used the employment service,

want ads, or both during October 1974 to list new jobs.

2. Three files of employers, together with their listings, were

developed:

a. Employers who listed at least once both at ES and in
want ads; these multiple listing employes will be
referred to as "common" or "multi-media" employers.

b. Employers who used want ads exclusively.
c. Employers who used ES e.lusively.

3 Jobs listed by employers in bo' Inisms which matched in

occupational code were distingu from job.; in the same

occupation which were listed by employers in only one of

the intermediaries.

The findings from this substudy hive a different data base From the

flow study in the following ways:

1. Because of the unavailability of the required data'from three

areas,.only nine of the 12 areas, are included'in the match
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study. Of the nine, one (Dayton) was flawed by the absence

of data. from Local Office 2005. Excluding Dayton, the eight

areas do, however, include two from each of the four population

size groups.

2. Excluded from the findings are listings from ads for which

the employer's telephone number could not be established.

3. Occupational extractions and aggregations were limited to

the two :git DOT level.

Comparison of Match Study to Flow File

Employers using want ids listed their telephone numbers in only 62

etnqt91 of the .ads. Hand comparison of the employer name file provided

telephone numbers to an addi*ional 6 percent of the ads. The match study,

therefore, understates the 1N,yt ad activity in the flow study by 31.9

percent. The ES flow file proVided telephone numbers for virtually 100.

percent of the listings in eight of the arlkis.

Comparison of Employer Use of Employment Service and Want Ads

The match study identified 10,301 separate employers who listed 19,102

jobs in either or both of the intermediaries Figure 6.1 separates them

into exclusive. ES and want. ad users, those who use both intermediaries, and

all ES and all want ad'users. Though 32 percent o'the ads eluded the match

study, three times as many employers used want ads exclusively 7,211) as-

used ES exclusively (2,405). Exclusive want ad users produced four times

as many listings (12,343) as exclusive ES employers produced job orders

(3,141).

Per capita, want ad employers, exclusive and common, produced more

listings in the ads (1:1.9) than all ES epl ::ers produced orders (1:1.4).

Approximately 70 percent of all employers identified in the match study

used want ads exclusively while only one-third as many - -23 percent-used

ES exclusively. A miniscule fraction (7' listed jobs in both ES and want

ads. Nevertheless, that 7 percent produced 19 percent of all listings in

both mechanisms

The common, employer file consisted of 685 nployers who had, at some
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Figure 6.1. Match Study Employers

J °r Ptrcent

.? - 1 1:,.... 70.0
2,405 23.4
685 6.6

'1,090 100.

._.",Th

6& 2::.2

7,896 100,0

7,21i 91.3
685 8.7

Listinds

H.102

1243,3

3,143
3,618

4,288

..i,141

1,147

14,814

12,343
2,471

Pert

100.0

64.6

16.4

100.0

/3.3

26.7

100.0

83.3
16.7

Want ad exclusive
ES exclusive
Common employer;

All ES t: -110y,f.rs
...

ES t,Jusive
Comore employers

All want ad employers

oant ad eNciusive
Common employers

1E
All ril'loyers In Study

10,301 ->1
J

r All ES EmC.7577---7]

fir 7,
Exclusive 'Common,,

ES /employ-
'ers

2,40 68'3

Exclusive want ad Employers

7,211

All Want Ad Employers

time durir tho wnth, pT,:ced thf,ir 11stings with b; ' FS and want ads.

These l.:;(.35 employer had a tot.tl o 1.h18 jobs to fill, t hich mio;:e than

two-thirds (2,471 were listed the want ads and one-third (1,147) were

placed with ES. yr.Tron both want ads and ES more heavily,

by far, than the other two sets of users. Figure 6.2 demonstrates the

behidr of this ';ubgroup with clarity, when co7pared to all other users.

The overage number of orders placed by
, ,ch exclive ES user, is. 1.3;

.ommon employers place an arage if 1.7 orders in ES. The averagy

number of want ad listings placed by each exclusive want ad employer is
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Figure &.2. Comparison Between Common Hle and Exclusive Ole

Exclusive f71

rn(Es 9r 1,4-, Ad)

Enerommon Enployer

F le

k.rt

171

01-<,
.00 :IC

4.?>
CL

krs

0

4.0

.0

2.0

1.0

.6

,4

.2

1.7; common employers each place an a.iwage of Aoer twce as :

-19$ in the want ads. '04hatever.the. mea3uri:!--listlngS, ads, lines per ad-.-

the heavier use A either intermedlary u)11 tht corn emp;oyer..subgrrtup is

afflrmed. A frequency count of /istincp by all 685 cot c .loyers disclosed

that 69 of them (10%), who were\the heavest users, generated inearly 45 per-:'

cent nf want ad listings in that file, 40 perceot of the ads and 33 percent

of ES orders.

The match study indicates that there were at least 2.6 different

79
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. .

Iteleyers who used the want ads to every_ev,esnaleieejellp used ES.' ipter

estingly, the 81.5 study sow e th,At 2.4 jobs werp obtained through the want

ads for every one obtained through !i:S whik 'the :,3m0 vt;t4dy (,:tw4s a three,

to-one ratio.

There vaeideee e rAtO Wdflt it mployer users

to ES users amone areas, es sho44n by F31.Ire 6..3, The comparison ranges
.

fnam 0.91 in'BoiSe, which was T.ee area 4.4here.e'S hill a slightly greater
:eoleme of irlAc4t?.r tha! ihere , wain

eployers outnumteeed ES empleiees

Referring back to Figure 6,1-,:everail. at 'L.at 22 peetent of ea users

also listed openings in the want ad during the sam. eiiod Thes.1 eOloyers

aueuntd for 26,7 percentof IS orders, It is a fair aeSeMOtion, however,

that:an additienale.,eeturideterelieed--number of employers who were identified

as exclusive ES users, ere actually eoMmon employers since the identifiers

used to 'form a match cou; not be established ie.32 percent of the ads.

Indeej, if the ratio of c.,:lere emeleYers drone onidentified wart ad users,

is the same as it ic ,4 those ehose identities were established, the

'calee:ated coerectioeele iecTease:the,proportion of ES employers: who also

use want ads fro* 2 ;.ercent to 33 percent, further constricting the,numbin'of

giemployers eqthin the exclusive -ES detain, and the number ;ef ES orders

emanating frtm common emOloyere ,t6) use beth,mechantSm at the an time

would be a startling 40 percent, as shake in Table 6.1, Only 8.7 percent of

want ad eMployers a list oth ES but they account for 16 percent of the

want ad listings/,-
s.

17--akton, where the data show a ratio of 8.6:. was disterted by the
/

. sparse ES file due' to the M4Sing local office. . .!--)

/ Prior research supports the greeter ie7dence of want ad use by ES
'pattons' Such research incTedes, ifi additipe.tothe-CemiI Audy, the
Classified Ad ?relect ie Six SeTpleOffices, California EMployment Develop-
.iiiiapartrent,kugust !9-7-4,,Tlirod WalsRTit'#1..,. ijelp_?anted: Case Studies'
of Classified Ads, Salt-ake City: :01y0poe Publiihihg-rOTTWW.
-77-7F-Tialiicited in the ovcrling footnote indicate that 'the ropore.
tion of eelp wanted advertises e' also list with F5 is considerably higher
than 8.7 perCent_es high as ore-third of the total.- 7he ippOrent di$-
erepanc is explainedrby the greater :time constraint of the present study,
the missing data and other feasibility problem*. This study is limited to
a four week period. The other studies had a_loneer !.ene frame. .Patently,

.

the longer the period; the greater likelihood of an employer's resort to._
double listing. In any case, the findings from this match study moustbe'_. .

regarded on an at leas!," basis since error occurs only.ih massed matches,
not in matches. .

,,,.



Figure 6.3'. Employers Match Study, by Area

(Arranged by size of population)

Atlanta 2561

Dayton -1009

901

Richmond 1144

Common fmplo rs

1.3:1

Wichita 772

545,

es Moines 1030

2

POrtland 366

-201 165



4.

\ Table 6-1. Match Study Employers

CorTted for Missing 31.9% of Want Ad Data

Employers

All matches
. ,

ad exclusive

.. 13,679

10,589.Want
ES exclusive 2,084
Multi-Media 1-,006.

All. ES 3,090

IS exclusive 2,084
Multi-Media 1,006

All want adi- 11,595

Want ad exclusive. 10,589
Multi-Media 1,006

percent

.-
_.00.0g:

',,77.4

..'..15.2

7.4

100.0

67.4
32.6.

100.0

91.3
8.7

Listings Percent

26,042 100.0%

18,125 . 69.6..
2,604 10.0
5,313 20.4
s

-
. 4,288

,

100.0

2,604 60.7
1,684 39.3

21,754 100.0

18,125 83.3
3,629 16.7

The penetration by the ES/WA,channels of the potential job market was,

obtained by compiring listings of both mechanisms to the number of employing

upits, in each of the,areas during October.1974 (Table 6-2). Overall, ES

and want ads carried listings from 9.8 percent of the employing units during

the month, but ES penetration of the employing units during the month was

only ,-4 percent: Thus, overall, the ES share of the joint ES/WA.penetration'

was 34 percent.
.

In Summary, the match study demonstrateslmOsi\clearl.rthe degree to

which employers prefer to broadcast their jobs through the want adtpthee..

than ES, Nearly three times as many employers were using want ads as were

using ES. At the very least, over one-fifth Of all ES employers'alio use

want adS. A comparatively small body of employers use both intermediaries

to al-Very heavy degree and generate a disproportionately large share of ads

and listings in both intermediaries. The ES/WA market penetratesa0prox-

jmately 10 percent of the employing units in a month's time, biltESpene-

tration accounts for only one-third of that.

Focusing on the Multi-Media Employers

The analysis in thissection is limited to the, behavior of the common
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'-eMployers -that groUp of 685 employers who used both andand Want.ads during,

October. Tha common employer file is an aggregation of all listings placed

by a single employer in both Mechanisms,if his/her telephone number either

appeared of could be obtained in both at least once during the month. The

employer may have listed the same or different Occupations., in varying

volumes; in each of the two intermediaries. NeVerthele§s, all of the litt-

fngs of that employer are gathered under the dicrete telephone number and

placed in the common employer file, with appropriate occupational disper-

sions of the listings.

A multi-media employer cannot, by definition, be regarded as the ex-
,-

clusiie user of -either ES or the want ads. However, the full extent Of-liSt-

:ings by all employers in either mechanism is available from the flOw.§tddy,

though,, the flow study provides no data about-employers. Therefore, a com-

parison between tha common employer file and the flow file prOOdes insight

into the degree to which intermediaries share empTbyers and jo)cis, and the de-

gree to which each has an exclusive province in the a as and by occupations.

Table 6-2.organizes the two data bases by the areas invotved in the

match study, arranged by population size. The range f differAnces among

areas in commonality and exclusiveness is quite mark Fewer` than 10 per-

cent of the listings in the want ads of Atlanta, p6 qn, Richmond, and Port-,

land emanated from employers who used ES. Over 94 percent of those

stemmed from exclusive want ad, users. The same areas did not show an equal

tendenclf for E'S exclusiveness, except in Dayton and Portland where' ES list-
,.

ings ir6m7common employers were under 20 percent pfthe flow.

As was shown in Figure 6.1, 685 common employers were identified in the

tch study which-represents 6.6 percent of the total 10,301 employers iden-

tified in the match study. These 685 employers generated 11.4 percent of
L

,:the want ad flow listings and 25.2 percent of theES-Tistings, as shown in

Table 6-3.

Jobs:listed with ES alscOhowed a considerablC,range of difference in

exclusiveness and commonalitytfrom area to area. ver 80 percent of ES

listings in the flow study from PoNtl and, Dayton, ark New Orleans- came,from

exclusive I& users. However, ES in Wichita and D s Moines shared nearly 40

percent of its orders with want ads. In no area id. ES have as large a group

of.exclusive employers or listings as want ads.

An analysis of the length of time employer liitings remain open at ES.
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!,
,Table 6-2. ,Employment Service Penetration-

11

Percent of Area :Employers'

Using Public Intermediaries

.,(Arranged by ,Population:Size)

A.=10040170n11.....1.1.111.1ryrilw...7

Number of PerCent of area Iluiber)f,public'' Percent of area .' Total area

ES user, employing units interifediaries 010'ers using employing

Areas , firms, using, ES user firms public inter. .,unitt' .'
.

1 + 5 meOriet

.'.,' 71 , ,5

j2 4

Atlanta 319 ,0,g

New Orleans 1,054 5,6

BaytotP, 108 0.8

Richmond 172 1.8

Syracuse A9 3.7

Wichita 227 3.1

Des Moines 395 5.7

Portland 157

Boise 249

Overal 1 average

7, "Penetration' means that a firm has at least on

2) Data missing from Local 'Offtce 201

ES pekent of

public, inter.

mediatios,

3 f 1



Table 64: Compirison of ComMon Emii14ers ,and Listings

. to Flow, StUdy Employers and Listings, by Area

Areas

Atl'Anta

New Orleans

Dayton

-Rfamond

oc)

, Syracuse

Wichita

Des tines

Portland

Flow Common em lo

listings em oyers

Colson employer Comon,e0ployer

listings as listi.ngs 'as

ers ktrAtillat 'ES ,Camon em .lo ers percent of floW,

istings 3 l' I flow study employers istIngs i 5

6. 7 8

5,114 68 180

4 079 174 708

2,505 30 .78'

3,028 50 244

1,212 90. 208

2,429 79

2,278 121

553, 25

3,5% 408 96 23.5%

1,606 174 317 19,7'.

3,1 393, 30 54 13 7.

7,3 210 50 67 3L9

Boise 496

TOTALS '21,754



4sUggeSis th4t there is ,CtrnsidPabl'e difference'in the type of jobs placed by

exclusive users from those tha , emanate from common employers. Of the job

listings received by ET dur,ing ',the four week study period, over 52 percent

of those placed by employers: using ES exclusively were -closed by the end of

the period. -Ohly 32, percent Of the jo4.in the same occupations placed with

both ES and want ads by common employers were closed by the end of the period

'(an order is closed either because it is filled or canceled). Job orders

from exclusive users of ES required less time to close-5.5 days - -than job's

placed by common employers in thelsame occupation. A number of explanations

. suggest themselves, foremost of Which is that the jobs offered by these

"public market Users are harder to fill, eiper because they are less attrac-

tive or are in skills which are in'short supply. It is alSo possible that

ES' is more responsive to exclusive,ES users.
y.

Want, ads 'are the nearly exclusive medium for employers seeking to fill

sales jobs with only 5.2 percent in that occupation emanating from Common,

employers. ES also carries'sales jobs, but the employRes using it for that

purpoe are more inclined also to use want ads. Employers, listing profession-

al and blue-collar jobs wtth the wait ads are more lnalined'to list _with ES

as wellAhough common employers a4ount for less tharl 20 percent of the

listings in any occupational yrot.0.1 However, with a few minor exceptions in

small occupations, over 20 percentof ES orders in all occupations emanated

from employers who also used the want ads during October 1974. The heaviest

representaton of, common employers; Was found in the professionai sand clerical
r -

,occupations. ,

The common employers generated a professional, technical, and managerial

distribution of 21%2 percent of the listingsdin the want ads, and only 10.5
.

percent in ES,.indicating a clear p eference for want ads as the intermediary

,for higher level skills. Common em loyers account for a higher percentage

'of* clerical listings in ES than are evident in ES-flow distribution, though

eavily, shared,with want ads. i

Not only do want ads get a mith higher volume of employers and listings,

but a far higher proportion of the"obs emanate from exclusive' want ad users.

Only 11 percent of the want ad flo' listings were placed by employers rho

also listed with ES. Sales jobs alike the special province of; the. want a s,

with,relatively few employers listing with both media.
' / f



.Matched and 'Unmatched Occupations

t

o common employers use bothrintermediaries for the same occupations?\

foyer does so, it is called for purposes of this study an occupatioIf an e occupatiohal%p
Match. No matter how many lobs the employer lists with each intermediary in

, .

any occupation, jobs drop into the "matched" box only if the same employer re-

uests the same occupation frob both intermediaries at least once. A depart-

ment store, for example, may place 10 ads in the newspapers, five of which

-are for a ecretary, two for a janitor,. and three for salespersons. The same

employer may place four ES orders, one of:which is for a secretary, one for

file clerk;.,one for a seamstress, andNone for a wrapper. The six secretary

listings_and one file clerk listing will show as matched, five under want aft,

and two under ES (since secretary and, file clerk are the same two digit code).

The other4Occupational listings, though emanating from the same common employer

are snown as unmatched occupations. All of the jobs were placed by employers

who at one point ,or another during the month, used both mechanisms.

As shown in Figure 6.1, there were 3,618 total listings in the match

study from common employers, of which 2,471 were want ad listings and 1,147

were ES listings. These jobs are further subdivided in Table 6-4, between

matched and unmatched (or exclusive) listings in each mechanism.

Out of all want ad listings, 61.9 percent were in occupa ons listed

only in the want ads by individual common employers. The pereeptions of the
i

employers as to which mechanism they regard as appropriate for recruiting in

a particular occupation is very evident. Employers who used want ads fo

mang6erial, sales, and benchwork jobs apparently regarded the-ads as the best

,recruitment source; and were least inclined to also list those jobs with ES.

However, employers use both intermediaries frequently'when broadcasting

-771771!1

service jobs. ,

Out of all ES listings, 56.1 percent were in occu4pations listed :by.

individual common employers. However, tho e employers who used ES fOr man-
.

gerial, sales, processing, and miscellane us. occupations tended to use it

cluilvely for that purpose. Despite the fact that the employers in questfon

use both mechanisms, they, nevertheless, do not use them indiscriminatel

r all of their occupational needs, but faliffor one the other most of the

-87-
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Table 6.4, Common Illpioyers'. Matched and Unmatithed Ociupatiens

=M.*

Want Ads

Taal % of total

want ad 'want ads

Variable Matched Unmatched listin s unmatched

Prof,-Tah.

Manager

Clerical

Sales

Service

Farm

,

Prociging

Machine

Bench

Structural

Misc,

146 249 395

17 112 129 86.8

163 .285. (4 8 ; 63.6

23 141 170 86,4 21, 56 77 72.7

351 '249 600 41,5 170 131 307 44.01

4 5 9 55.6 4 1 7. 42.9,

.1rommompowm..4....www=...6

Employme.it, Service

Percent of..

Total ES total ES

tch1.,1 1 isti I; unmatched

63.0% 41 78 5L-61-'

30 43 69,8

3?5'
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rririon Use

Try "T -771";

he* coma employers use both the want ads and ES, they generally

tise"wanti,adi first. ,13,v the average, they do not try ES, until, almost six
`days -after plating their want ad.. This ,suggests, that common employers may

vied; as .:their lett resort/recruitment effort.

Summary__

An examination of comnym employers (i.e.; those who Used both- ES and
.

want adi), as well as those who used either Medium.exclutively, reinfOrced
earlier findings 014 most employers exhibit a decided preferencerfor want

ads- over ES.

I Exclusiv.e users of want ads (7,211), outnumbered excluiive users, of ES
,

406 aboUt :to' ,one TheVolurne of produced by exelufive,

Usejrs'was ,four_ times` the voiii* of job orders .placed byj exclusive'
ES itimPloyers '02;343- versus '3,141)

CograPh employers numbered 685, slightly less than fiplttcerit of

envloyers\Whose identity could be establiShed for this Match .st
Theie 685 'coimion-empliiYers listed twice many jobs.in'the want-ads

as they Placed with ',Although representing' less, than7 perCent.
. ,

7,..of all employers in the match study) the. 655 common -tocounted7,for,

19 percent of all"ES/WA
-"At least, 22 percent' of ES users also listed opening' k in the'Wint ads

in the four week 'study Period. HoWever, 3119 percent '(:lf--.thk-.4i1P44.1i0d,

-,-,,adverti-sers could slot be identified ; ,"if it' assumed'' that the prOPOrt10-. ,

canon employers among 'these un.idtified viant ad, users

it w among 'those identified, then the- proportion! of ES' AatrPhs

VlaCe'anf-ads .would, rise to.-33 percent and would,":aCCOunt:' for ;4O percent

340 orderi in the four week study per ad.

General ly,
.

common employers tend toy .refer the ant adS-.oifere_gs;';

eTcruitting,emplojfees With.higher
',their Want ads firit,' arid,' on the average, d\id not resort to ES untif
siJe days later.

89 -
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There is A significant discrepancy between the reality of ES

activity' `in the labor market and the perceptions of' that activity by its

elpe'Cl*Tly,as :;iVshapis

Conclusions

"'operating pe rtOnne .

.2. The-discrepancy is manifetted in the confident assumptiok. made

y most ES aditinistrators:when they were interViewed that in their' respective

great 4S was a far more lmportani employmenffmedium 'than -the want ads. Our

d' lkound the appetite:to he true: want ads were used by three times A*

ny 1,001:emOloyers and `listed three times as manY'l ocal new' dotis :As did:
-

Job. :seekers in virtually all 'occupations, In nearly all areasare- ex".-

Poled Ave larger -'flow of -nii,,4-locer jo600Portunitieithrough the'vlant.adt'

WthrougifES'1,.

3. .1lie -NO mechanisms serve a' similar market ftinctiOn.,,t o ether,

, ,
4,

:thitYrOitstitUte a discrete,- highly competitive matiet.:With

-to 0.1, SjOst-thattheir universe of vicanoi4',64,s:!.inde'roCirie,a,,OCking off

'f11 eying Orocets through. Other foiimay,i*informal .chahriejS;iii44re

a whole the AnnounCement,..of:z*,400)46 either .o

60.00*repreients a:last-retoreemP140. i*cri

y.

'This 4re*morket- s characterized by
'S , ' ' '

:Y01).400':0'JO-s 10::i0**$.164.'sridt(00#0400!is,'4 . occu

h-un tertakinc4 me' a, nd jobs sPeCffitatiOis that''
'Oritiri can meet; b relatively';164VOlume'-of jobt in bile- majOr occu7.

fOns in the work' force; (c) the. heavy cannon use of bot ES* and want aids
.,,:tWtatiie industrial sectors; (d) siMultaheOus 'USe:of' bo h channels 'by a

*tiyeiy small numbertof employers. who account for 'a diiPropertionate share ,,.

'llistings In ES and want ids; (e) 'Oersistenee of these Characteristics- in
.

'l'abor market. areas; 'regardless of their'distinct industrial composition.

: Despite the ES:self- image'as the possessor .of screenfOg and

fiction rskjlis,, a large bodyf;Ofemployeri 'Prefer to:-use their' own screenin

than ship: OccuPatiofts .*AditiOnalVassociatod.witli- an Intehifve brekerin

. s

s
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proportion 'of the new - job tiPnt45,11q
.

Tqyertusage ndtCates one unique province for `ES:. providing

f i lrrnedi,ateiy, avai Table job seekers' tc respond to openings in .niai n 1y

-pay,-low-status occupations-that require little selectiqn" and immediaie
.

.

'response. By and large,. -these. are occupations in .whiCn no otherAntermediaries

perform a .centralizing or. job- distributing role, with the required speed.

.7. The sluggish movement of professional,' managerial, and technical

'Occupations -in ES-may partially account for the relatively light use such

-'4igh-4skil 1 applicants _Make of the./agency. ES lOcal office§ offer meager in7

.for these .3ob -seekersrsi nce listings 'these' ocCuPition-s change k

:from tay-to-daif. ficiWever, for thoie seeking semi-ski lled !rnd .unSki I fed ,
/service and blue-col la jobs, an incentive'for frequent visits ::to the lotal-

Ciffice is,,indica d by the hi ghe. 'in-and-out daily flow. of:"5.tiai jobs' than;-

Teltdent from.* monthly inventory.,of unflled openin`gs. L-The *I--ige of a;

4i,spitching hall is more' readily evoked by ES flow. data than.; that' of -

rtiker",s; offi Ce; and thi reflected in tile appl itlintsuPPly
bepsite the: more 1 ted tiie -of ES., 'i is. siock and flow Of.:jObs ,

044' eve\n di Stri bUti on-4" through 'a wicier range iif,',OCctiii:onSi'and
e.A,ffi#nb-;the wantillid. stoCk and fl ow:

-eite(nplOyert".use both channel s -the &Ohs',

:0-t-ey they appeared' in -the;;viant,adi enerally,
.

ty;ES-appi-oximately three,'"iiiies-longer than th
erenceiAn the duration of listings' acc,ount for the fact. that' the',

Pock imientory of jobs available to a job seeker' upon first eXposure.to'
Iluniishan4sms is :slightly 'greater -ill ES :than in the want. ads.

. 10.- Want ads and-ES appear to be equally effective,in filling the.
with,eadi: that is, ES- receives about one-third "as' many new°,

I ist-I4,a-nd; tO the findings of- then study,:ES- effeCts-
Oxfaiatelk_one.41iird as many placements s Want ads. . _;

" ,
l'Oeir,mandatory listing program h ari important, iMpact 6Pon: the

dluMen,andod.C.4pa 'ChM cbmpctSition qf ES /Stocks, weighting 'the coMpOsition



--k,t Cow new ,jobs `Apps

stengs:reareWe'teratecH63/[the'maridatorY:',lisitn9 programs:
4 IngtA n ireman open in ;,the system for a longerr 'perio
ainly:because of their generally higher education and ikill regUireMents.

'12. Systems for gathering, storing', and retrieving information' haie
failed to provide ,ES policy makers and administratOrs with an adequate 'per-
iPective,of the role ,played 'by the agency, the 'nature of imbalances between
jobs and job seekers, or ;the dYnamtts of the market place. Such factOrt are
largely concealed by an automated management informatton ,system. that presents
masses of data in restricted ancl,obfuscating forma.ts. The_enorMous differenCe

in occupational profile of ES jobs that emerges when both stock and flow per-
spectives are applied, as was ..done study, tylustrative of this pOint.

Supportiye Evidence

Before proceding to a discussion of what is impffed by the lbo.ye con-*
clus.ions ',is well to no, te that on one pivotal pointythe role that employers
assign to ES---the picture ,that -can-be discerned in our study is strongly:

. ,

supported and fleshed out by other Studies: For example, the CaMil iiiterviews,.:
",

with sample employers revealed -that, hal f of the respondents exkiect little: alOre
thana flow of applicants- coming -.from a pool, rather' tharcar tSere

,
-..

-.when' they place thei-riOpenings with ES,' ancl_that-OPIO-yers using: '.'expe
.

...,,guickeroresponse than do employers who 'place. openings with other :-intermedialiire
.. . , ..

41-report to the Congress on. ES'by they General Accaiii
that ,the service now -*handles a relatively small and specialize

;labor marke't--jobs and "persons characterized by low pay."' The report iiCo-
mmends that plans to increase the agency's penetration of the labor market
should be directed toward seeking the types, of, jobs that meet applicant needs.

The ES response to'the GA0`report, as recorded in the .Appendix"cannot
be ignorecLin our discussion because, in a sense, it suggests the arguments
that might be made in response to thin study. Basically, ES denied dAb'S
'C'hiiacterizatnion of its role. ES claimed that a 'survey of g.S-listed openings

: . ,N.
4c,.-It-Cofptrol/ler General Report tO''' the Congress: The EmPloymentj.Servfce.7.7

-Rkb kems and Opportunities .for 'Im rovement.:,Wasiiington: '*HumarivResources
'Dfiii-irsion, U.S. General Accounting Office, October 1976.

,/
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'1)0!7Fen

'41975;1Vand t d

ere ';;Wfittritle ES' in the pe°ri od 196O'
a small `part of the labor .rtiarket. ES,attrificteet

ition mainly to the multiplicity and ,dissonance of
ates. .

PPears that differencus between ES GAO percepttons

ata produced by information systems re interpreted.
For, that reason, it might be well to deal first with our last conclusion--
that information systems have heretOfore: failed to reflect reality.

utliq CrPleAef
ncy ,mi As Ions arid, man

At first blushit
:-'re St largely on -how-.the

-1;,.,

`' At this .pointi---the management and labor market informition. systems are'
ey. brink of major breakthroughs, thdt w411., in time," provide less ditPutable

reliable' instruments for examining, the l alOr. meria and assessing ;,the
n't ,c,.)f. ES activity :in '.this market. _Forlexample, the Employment ;SerVi de

,,,,,,

, ES 01,.nrojet AS devel opi 4 the capability 'foi.::compirin 'g;\socTi el
,, 4., / : ,

, Plumbers; iiiiortedt.fn emPloyer quarterly,tax returns:. tn: 31- states to',...c... :,..
. -.)... ,,,;

,,rdpbt7 k.of-preiious,quarters 'and.; by -el imi nati on, prOviding,,a :MeesUreDf,'all --,.:

acceSsi ons./, teparattons, and.-recal l s- that ;:ficcurred, by industry ..

1 n covered employment. Though this method` `Will:f.nb,,t, -immediately

ire,- data by "OcCupation and it 1 imited,:to 6:.'cifevt:-.i' ant

1.1)'6,',00' a national effort and far :deV-6110in Oktit
,,,,ryi

, ,,,
det In each state.
rOnftte., of -:,reVOlu ti cin i it.,:i-\,,;.% ,;,;,.., --"

rsel of obleatiiid
greater

'' ,, ", ,
oca: t s;;with -greater sprecisi on :-thel7;etpect

,

.,,,,

.. .

eit f .'t ts'-u or unate that such data were not eyeAlable to ;u e, In tilis,
And it- tt even more unfortuante that ES, has not had such d tool fOr''

S.;

israisal . -v .

eAegree to.;whit reality .seems to have eluded labor market anal; tit-.
Vtdent. froM preliminary EP findings. --',Prqed.t.-data .1rdm,

ade..reVeal a far more volatile rlabor market tha,i ha

In
- n,

viieVida, for', example, 'Of sidiewl'
n tdvq04;emplorpent in'49,6*$

ent Sir-vice -Potentiel Project



es. In filanUfact ring were found to be 55 percent 'greater than
estimated -by the2Bureau:of Labor. .Statistics turnover series far' the.same',
-ericid-., ' Insights <into the 'ES rate of .penetration of its potential market '''_

,we equally .startl'ing. In the rate was 6.1 percent. In California,
-.,..

cfsing.a different, time fraMe and different factor for 'defining which new hires
fell Outside' of the IS potential, the penetration ratewas even smaller
Those-these findingsds not representAta national figure, 6.1 percent is
'a long, far- cry from the-national 38 Percent \Penetration suggested in the
ES 'reply to' the GAO' report. \

.The glimPie afforded by ESP into 'the dynamics of labor market behhior
suggests that prevalent views of the market place have been,very conservative.
Most labor market statistics have; heretofore, been ,based on stock data, and
it is possible that_b_ecause of that the ephemeral entity, the secondary labor '''

.market, has eluded scrutiny. Insights about market o1 tility emanating from/

4

ESP ata tend to suppprt the findings of this study4.--t tthe extent and
najUre.o!t ES-acti-ity in labor exchange are significantly Otered'when
examined from the two different Perspectives. (i.e., stOck and flow). FUrther,
the hYpothesis,'"embedded in cur. job rechiitment4S4arCh riiodetthat-only a
small partof all jC;b' vacancies filter into the plibiic'parket to be Placed
before a ly. competitive 'supply of "less belongi-ng". wokersdraw tenta-

. .

tide sUpport from ESP findtngs.

Implications for Labor Market Research ,andAnalysis

.The Present ES role dileMma is in part due to, its ir.ab.41,
the needs of job seekers, employers or the labor Market as a whole,

lineate.i.ts own activities.in those 'terms. The automated resorting sYStem",

as presently constructed' does not display 'the volume and characteristics of
flows 'of aPPlicantS and -jobs In away that 'facilitates either analyzrig, these
flows or, comparing them with the stocks of applicants and jobs. '. ..

In,addition to the.nAW arrays of data currentfyundentonsiderationj
s ...

..*.

rwe'ciffer additional suggestiont, )some of Which.arevrompted by the stock and
.. _

'OW izeripectiyes .in this study: ..,/, .

.

-

tf:,SecuritY Department., prepared under Contrac'for U.S. De
Training. Administration, Region: TX; December, 197-6)!

ypShects, report
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ers, or, a e,oc:,c3.Ipi es

lme dall

OSit imbalanCes of labor supply and demand ultimately i emtrge

b and aPpliCant stocks. A detailed, qual, atiVe analysis of these

stocks-would provide Policy makers with a. deeper perspective on these '11*.,

:balances and- would suggest a more - realistic corrective role for ES. Such 'an' -' '

analYsis would pinpoint the kinds, of jobs that need to be developed to fill

applicant needs.

Such insights are currently obscured by aggregations:, 'by the .practice

of using a stock figure against a flow figure, and by, occupational job .

titles' that fail to reveal c itical differences within ocCupations, as'well

as other factors accounting or the imbalances. A comparison of the speci7

ficions of job orders proii ,g, hard to fill to thoxe of job orders for

related\occUpations thOt ere easily fi I led is likely to reveal the critical
. t,..

.
_ .., ,,, .

differences.between jobs. On he applicant side, work history, skill, and

edLicatckonaI level, and the applicant's .rdisabilities are likely to 'provide
. ,

the key, to differencts between applicants who could not be.placed and those-t

easily .p\l ced. Artifical definitfons of need, such as "poverty Status" ;and

.lidisaditant gement" tenet°, obscurez-worker training needs, lack of 'worker ,

dentity, with a career pattern, and other conditions more indicative of the
corrective role for, which'ES his needed.

stocks. are roughly !representative of the,,occupational cOmpO:-;,

s',Mi of -the COu n try ' employment t ; . The 4'gency , autOrhatedss iC

roVides readily evai l abl e ,data each month %On. the volume`and occu
on -oethe:Es. job stock;-.. offers a Potential Sturce for a "reasPriOY

°,inexPeisive indicator of,, the direction and nature. change in area vacancies.

Since' there no oCcupational, series among area labor Market 'statistics,

and to our knowledge none ig immediately contemplated; such an indicator

would represent an important addition to metropblitan labor statistics,1

though the findings of this study "provide considerable RO'A
eM bb ''search/recrUi tment 'Model outlined. in dhapter,J;4t",-J.S.i.

19041,research into each, of the other forme recruNtme,
hi`t ,'pa i cUlar,.emphasig 'on the pr

Catement;:fUnction 'of training UnOns



\, Dileniii- as in ES Role Definition
,,, ,,,,,
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... 1. , 11,tir
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Varied answers ave been given to the key question What is =there.

about ES that in ibits emPloYers-wkd highly qualifi.eci jobs seekers from a"
wider use of its apabilities?

. The Camil, st cly suggests that employers who fail to use ES attribute.
their failure to a. laCk of need for ES services ''re tiler than , to,- a mege; -11/e::,,,,,,,,,,,-,,,,,

,i' -.\'' +ejection. Those i ploYers who have a'

- - . .

.

4
. .

. , . .. . .
.

. .. . . . . .
. . . .

. . . .

,' ' ,-. ' ' . . . . .. . . . . , .
.

.. . .

used the c ept di
A",A0

-,a
'41lt, 'attribUte.- heir ditsatisfaCti3On'tO

t' 1' Aapp can upp compon explena.,,,,worno,

-supply Is the nedequaCy,And low leielt Of jOb op-Z,

it that OphAsi,s, on placin

i§461:%4..erfilaifentiy. alienated employers":
,

ouaged. from us i
,

minaj

date*.
'66

such a 13Pglietug
è. ES 1h lar'.ger. nüñbérs

4Ofirl

"HA anti-disdil

en:, 11; streng

ni ri",telet

amenable' to a, mOr le'1/4effertive

Contacted more assiduously, they co,u'llehe

e'5*- the agency, thus, providing eppilltants WT

4,..a higher ,placement.'cOunt: The.7

kn.
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y 'da tes,:e0
Ye'etl:so -small :a ortipn .Of,;,the,'country.',,S",:'Workert that .1 ,

tieis orke,,whether the 'expense of-maintaining it is worthwhile`
indeed, the problem is .old and persistent, and, unfortunately,,

the solutions. Repeatedly and inexorably through the years,the sbiutton
.'

,offered has been about the same --increase:`, aPpeal t theembloyer and thus'
Create a 'change in employer recruitment patternt. The requirementthat
federal contractors 1st most openings with the employntent iservce (begun in.

1971 and s ti II operati ng ) i s an. ,attempt.. to incnease the vol.uale of openings

agd plaCements in. ES by mandate rather than .appeal.'" Yet, despi of.
, .this, .the.,,vbl'ume.of iipentngskl.itte&with ES 'from -19477fo '1914 has been either

-.

constant or slightly declining,1 though in the same period thetotal number

of employed in the country 0, inreased-by 537percent,. The reality that

none of 'the techniques tried-lappeal or mandatehakbein:,effective n any,

sustained way It would seem that it is time to look at'the problem in new'.

aY,s' atidto seek:',other.tiPes of :anSwers. : , . '

,aoth, ES and is cri tics abper to accept the same preri se, :One. that

teldoi;mentioned and Often:Unrecognized because i it is so deeptsi.-1 al he
1,1''

'60;es.4hat occurWiotholit ES partiCipatiOh,are [
fac.,LO;P:leSS-,

mp rOyirS.; JOb -seekers anetociet -general-
erforthed. by:. the agency.- .t

er starting, wagei. greater t:factiOn;
.

erefore,,, remain on the job icinger if they get:.-tileir jab:

94ere

ey go out on their Own; =ask friendt;' answer want ads- or, for,,example;r use

he -union hail 1 . Employers theoretically fi 1 1 their, openings mare

or less cost; reduce'' turnover and .hile; a .better selection of .workert- if

eytuse ES. The plain fact it :that there has been little if aftY-eyidenae,
og s,Upoort A is theoreti wcd1 premise hich -1 nforms:, attemp

co, o tstt the,,reAearchers -'to' .aSsesi',the'',iMpaettof, ES an
7

re tiVrIal,b;'1'411 iind 601.0 s 1 desggne
:

Are:cif the market:,
a
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Man igedVfiiarVe

'workroseit3c
T7aaPAte .i'

7-sOcial- pet tcY fbr 1ES to di sp rage, al ternatiVe ti 44
ey operate Olithout viol ling pubTic politlei,'WithOut riviii4

, -

eiC;I:t tions; and without creating u ciltk.i., penal ities against ,serglhents'';pi the wort.

fort . Nor 44conce6able.. that, fin.today's self-help climatei' a public
,agency would discourage the individual initiative of job seekers. A more

- ,

reas nable mission for ES is to fill otherwise unmet needs on both sides- of
/

-,' ,
the -b' market, to alirt the cou7try to imbalances, and, to direct its. cwn

-- efforts toward the correction of imbalances -whtch it can perceive mOrecleirly..

than any other institution because it alone deals directly,' at.,the frOnt:

with both of the .market in.al 1 occupations., in all cortinuntliesii:.
.4e,**,institutio in lbe labor market does this.

recrui`tmentifearch model offered earlierearlier suggests that iheYprOliterri
(i .-e:, relatively;restrid ed use of ES by employers) -is far more de
in labor market real i ti e .,Behan -,in agency lIehavi or. The model, ,suggests

.

V.(

,it is ,highly improbable that ES partitipation" in job-placekien*-Carr!V
,permanently'expanded b exorting*.emOlOyers. to uie-theagepOy ,instea
hiring through infor al , 'closer, snore intimate channels Tfiii'he,
no ig',:ii borne out y htstbric.43 'eg.gtience.:,' The= dril*,,OOks:Ektin',

,:fieft
o

. 141 for ES T. es; iniothoSe4obs '64: are 11 stall'iti
., , : - , , ,, , -.:,.,;,';' _ - 1. -- ,--:,.'..,-.':-ads or zri vatii- e pi ciymene'agenaiee.-'1iThe'se -ire,- thedto

Ole,,range 0f` easOnt,, are the hardest to f 1-1 1 , are leatf,i9,
...,,

apOlicant sup y; and' are the most apt to be cancelled IlY ES; 'even,
, ,_ .

e

17pei-cent o ES-- applicants are placed. Camil and other researchers havef9un
;that .in rease in the number of openings does not necessarily result in ;s
an incrga ed nUmber,,of plactiments: Frequently,the. effort has been-- counterr'i,
,produtti*e,- serving to increase ethployr,.di SsatisfactiOn ,4cause,,thei nee

eattions remained unmet.

Implications for' ES Poticy and'
"i"

uppreifitd oir-tond3USI On tk,x,curren
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CO 4 -Ggey clusuA iwpirm47kw!ula, tne-VIJVuT, u r''ue TI
;.444r:

articular area rou§h the4same

lie ,order-taklngd.unit or they el,'
41**: all,,displayed or none is. displayed. Employers none,v*,,,y,

eir,ordersare not asked about how' they want their, job, tO:be, ey _ 'e
,,,

,: - l V:

`are' they informed, as to how that will be done. It would ilso,be, I
, ,,.. , :-

know whether ES is but one of several channels tapped by the employer tO1
*,,, ,

that openings.or is the sole intermediary on which the employer is depend',
An attempt to design different institutional structures for different

types of-jobs is evident im changes introduced into the British employment
service. There, the broadcast type of jobs (those in skill levels below high'

clerical), are placed im a public office for self-selection purposeS, without
evenxemoving the identity of the employer, according to the description
offered by a visiting official of the British 'employment service system.
The displv of jobs is clearly in the brciacicast mode, not unlike the use',,:o

newspaper want ads, except that the diiplay is centralized and housed rktfig
than disperse0, as newspapers are On the ;other hand, jobs requiring brOk4IM

_0 are handled in offices closely' resembling a priCiate emPloyment agencY.`1
style and decor, and employers are.,.charged a fee for a successful

We are inuch.too aware of the enormous political and insttfUtOnai

differences betweep Britain and the U.S.. to suggest ,repl iCation o
model.. Nopetheless, it might- be .'frui tful for ES, to,- con`s.i4er``tt e

"- uiAmanifeit differentiations in 'tne job market "might' e' tter.1.,SerVe

'entiateda ted responseS. More spetffically; itmight'Co4b
and Were_the two functions---brokering ind-brOadagt.7rm
strUctirrally, with' particular consideration to'the participatory role th,
employers could be asked to; play.

2. iEtwfindings of this study ,suggest that the most. useful ES charaO,
istic to ernOloygrs.might well be its access to a pool of appl,tcantslan
capability to respond 'quickly. It is possible 'that to presenil, user of

the 'cost of waiting for 'a job- mach is/ the cost' giviiig then, tfie-`444ii0
concern. - ?

tios of- thesi-equitk movirigjobs-: fa-1-1_1:nt e
1

secondary- Ilabor market-- (however i 1 l and unc, ar aVt-b

,suggested that ES encOurage's and abett ine:lseCOntei o-41,0aa o

'

an institutional focusa;for and that thfsfisidiAbioli ttpolkcy. S
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,. Liofi ,-.. KO ,aoyer,, the most ,strenuous 266 tioni'Of'ES-,,,./
4,...it circumstances, , external to the agency, had not created ar"SOPply

oflIworkerS:whcil fee1nipelled to take such jobs.
Joined to those economic realities is another: Whether by intent or

default, E$ is the agency for lower-skilled, new or ill-equipped competitors , 1

4, 'Pr,' ' ,

in the labor market. At present, ES :fills this role passively, trying to make
as' inconspicuous as Posdible, and adhering to the selfr-perception that it

---, was 'really intended for-finer things. An alternative approach might be to
embrace that"marke'14"ress'V- a ..forthright confrontation with reality,

)led with the resolve that since this 'role. is the one defined by, Prictce,
. .

''-§hould make a'serious effort to respond by ascertaining how it might i.;,..'t .

e per f Onned
.1"

It is in the .latter spirit that we examine the secoriglary. labormarket .,

nitireliploselY.' It is generally unattended by any orderinnieClianism or inter--
edtary ::.:Though there is some unionization, it sel din, inVo;Ives a contractUal- -.
tytillation that employers obtain their wOrkers'throiigh thOttegion exclusively:-

, .

cause ,,training .''cOSts are relatively low, the market Is chataCiertiedlby., - ; , '.

hi gh-:iiirnover. As a -result of these factors, there is Mm.chr,inil)ling7
t or search, airC,elenient of ,'chaos, 'without a centraiti6i1,'',

r_exchange.
:

- . : -:. ,. L

''''' ' ''.! ',` :'' 1-= l''''';1-i, : '' I': =- ye.
w, -1e-cus suppose that ES 'attempted to perfoltincSUCn.-a,c,...ttiall:i*

It ,vatfkd: then :. proceed deliberately to develop the (kind 'Of740417,7,

:Onal- mechanisms, tie technology and the volume ouf activity hat wotild,ITbe

e'.of- serving a comparatively larg daily flow of jobs and job seekirs 1,

',central CoMfitt,y resource. ' In this fashion it would,create some
-...:

c,-.1of system and prder wi thin' thi chaotic market The possible effects
fed by 'some prior examples 7 such ordering and systemati;ation:;,4,

, =
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Atheir :::skills,WlihOutvmaklri 7.a.permanent
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e-1,-

--,I , ;(',0*Orgy40,51 with,;a- ready supply Of temporary70e1P'=#0 o'fi' ,'
-, .-

necessity of doing their own 'recruitment and hiring. WithOuf;a doubt,

temporary agencies play a stabilizing rather than a churning role,. while

fulfilling a need:,- ... ., .

In some cities the domestic deik;and,casual labor office in E operate-

on-a-primitive.kind of hiring hail level',. though generally these units get ..t,',,

., . 1 i tle attention or encourageMent, ever lesopublicfty and are 'regarde.:.
441. * itfe 'e42;- i 1"''14 tje if 'an.), Pride's, ..The.faCtliv:that.n mo ,s-commun ..s',! nc_.,'`11,a2,wt,rt . i . . .c, y

1 ali'Oi,eicharige exists in such arenas as unskilled restarirarit,,,,O0001700'
,.

7 cleaning, occupations, household work, service statiOri'atteridarieeTan

aneous 'labor. 'ThiS is .,a Taber market need that'ca ':he:iciii4 ilii
.-: ..-. -., .:- . ..,

--- wer*-1,ess tonCekried-with- reipectibility cif IMage, in MOre'resPPWIT' to
heeds of both applicant supply and a-Sement of :on I.toiles=!..,---111,-,es--

,
401,4*, of -, .s applicants ,:' who are ,tievi-tO the'inarketint§

Witn
.
'such

4' '

stiCh 'a" mechanism:'
.,.,

3. : ,The'inkist -'t'Onipe1 1 i ng ,job'SearOh:date,:iiiidfair

.es,, 95 Jivercerit, of 'the:. obs,',i, are, obta e 5,-,

.,, , , ...
,

'ta:ined -otitsidefrof,:any:s,,o sy-te
tUriCOM4044-, _,-_:' SA.i0lOinisAiiW00

,141/4?
si,,, consists 'Of youth, , ii,ilori#,;(,t,),1 r,-

' ib'igiii from tbe(lahoi--mai44t; 'Indilitifyil-itb):lryintit'
, / ,

'advantage' in the applicant s' queue. These are the _yt tyi duo
_"inin44the -enlaked:netlgork of' frin'ls and:'relati*4tor.,

.
IV the .!'rites of , .pkStage ."..: Most reliVintkiii'"thii,:ditcOto

,a-. ],', ,---,,,,;-,7-----;',.,-,
* uals . d , riot-have -acc7e7st7to,eto o 'c ic,,:trifo

the i '6 late-, o7,-makeftat, ..7,
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on , O:' t athem,,- that
.',..-

:,-f a i#01s '''SStiOilts'0,:f,ilijOtO ', referrals ',,tkii`known.

tail,beadifited on how best to use each 'of.,tha-;7'$401.t deS
t&t1-,'_,-,,,,;,' ;-",',-;;, : :' -,,,. , ,,,, ; ', ,, i , , .07,-,

?job search/recruitment 'model, , and they can be provided 'WI th',sPed ,

Information about the Most -promising employers for them to pursue;
, ,

dab search assistance ' has-been nominally encouraged and sopy cievoldp
1 , s

.f
iental

T ,

work.-has- taken place. In many, ES 'offices, job search assistance;of,a-',_,
substantial nature is offered to those. Work Incentive 'pragram_(WIN),'CilentiY

"'ThA

under contract to serve. . However, this service,lt:ndt,,avalAddlek-,-,-

'

. .

-

hiVelOW,thi,atrsisetance _function or to -do -ihy';'serfdilte'iretieir'dii,'4V,
,iirdinary job seeker ; .ES _does not:Taildi'darinctt',0,voT!,;11.'0,4,'0 '-'414;4A

and behefits,' despite reports of phenomenal : success by various ode
iiityor's, iSe4eStrai nt.' upon ES stems from the rigid: accd

iura:Crf.agency performance.-,

'toots-cif thi s rigidity lie in the liagn

1110,ciar.100W 1 abi»=. exchange function ass i gned td

rough the years to play -,A cOrrettie -;r7d
ationiP,,;.Plice`ments are addite 06

y,sef, ..Act ;itself-An

er:y t; anintermedlar,y; add .1V,

do. not serF to Yal
mae. The

etabla: a self-directed plaCeMent considered ati4gencYr

contrast r: with e `,

tVle'lagericy. played, a corrective ?Ole:

,,,k:The.,,biagner-7Nyser' Act-was. passed, in I33, before the,:ntattitii:,,
.

f.en,ltrn -In bl Ue7col-1 a r os,cppati

,a

r [1 changes tn ,the composition of the labor

4 1. .

rnjssjb1 e-tciPcluestionf','wnexper



enormous changes, OW!" the needs of today'.s market-place.' Perhaps ES hasp

a rble to fulfill' that goes beyond the limited one of labor exchange, though

this still-may be necessary, PerhaOsthe time has come to take,another hard

look at the Wagner-Peyser Act and all other legislation directly concerned

with emPloYMent or preparation for employment, Perhaps it is time to seek

amandaie for a public agency that, in addition to acting as'a labor exchange,

will be°diretted,to play-a broader, more initiating, more corrective role than

is preiently prescrJbed. The greatest contrast between the help wanted ads

and ES is that the former is the business of its prOprietors and its ad-

vertisers--the employers. ES is a tax-supported institution; It is every-

body's business. 'And, though the needs of job applicants may be quite

differentthan the needs of the employers,:ES he, thediffiquTttask of

serving both sets of taxpayers.

The stud), that provided the basiS for this monograph Was essentially

descriptive research. Description of an instiNtution, system, Or process

--can serve two useful purposes, assumi its accuracy: (1) it can cut through

the self-protective and'self-perpetuatihg mythologies that are characteristic

of,all itur:eaucracies, and compel-tonfrontation with reality. and (a it can

pinpoint those problem areas that call for-mOre probing, analytical research.

Although description is not irotself anadeqbate foundation for making

policy, it can be important in/creating pre-conditions for the policy-making

process--if it serves the two"purposes alcove. The 'worth of this study will

be tested 6y the extent to which it brinosAreater litior market reality to

the ES role.

ti
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Where to Get %ire Information

For more information on this and other programs of research and development funded by the Employ.:
ment and Training Administration, contact the Employment and Training Administration, U.S. Depart-
ment of Labor, Washington, D.C. 20213, or any of the Regional Administrators for Employment and Train-
ing whose addresses are listed below.

Location States Served'

John F. Kennedy Bldg.
Boston, Mass. 02203

1515 Broadway
tie* York, N.Y. 10036

V.O. Box 8796
Philadelphia, Pa. 19101

1371 Peachtree Street, NE.
Atlanta, Ga. 30309

230 South Dearborn Street
Chicago ill. 60604

Connecticut Newtlampshite
Maine Rhode'Island
Massachusetts Vermont

New Jersey ., Puetto Rico
New. York Virgin Islands,'
Canal Zone

Delaware Virginia i

Maryland West Virginia
Pennsylvania District of Columbia

Alabama
Florida
Georgia
Kentucky

Illinois
Indiana
Michigan

Mississippi
NorthCarOlina
South Carolina
Tennessee

Minnestita
OhiO
WiSconsin

911 Walnut Street loWa Mistouri
Kansas City No. 64106 Kansas Nebraska

-4:.

Griffin Square Bldg, Arkansas 1, Oklahoma
Dallas, Tex, 75202 Louisiana Texas

New Mexico A

1961 Stout Street Colorado :

Denver, Colo. 80294 Montana
'North Dakota

450 Golden -Gate Avenue Arizona
San FranCisco, Calif. 94102 California

Hawaii
Nevada

909 First Avenue
Seattle, Wash. 98174

South Dakota
Utah
Wyoming

AmeriCan Samoa
Guam
Trust Territory

Alaska OIegon,
Idaho Washington


